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Abstract

Examination scheduling has been a hard problem highlighted in most post-secondary
institutions due to its complexity and limitation, and it may take overwhelming time
and effort for educational administrators to organize a satisfactory exam timetable
with trial and error. Traditional techniques such as graph-based heuristics could not
always guarantee an optimal solution, and constraint-based methods, i.e., mixed lin-
ear programming (MLP), however, are usually computationally intensive and may
need human intelligence involved during the scheduling process. Role-Based Col-
laboration (RBC) methodology is found to be an innovative theory to tackle such
examination scheduling issues. It enables us to comprehensively capture miscel-
laneous constraints in extended integer linear programming (x-ILP) expressions in
correspondence with its Environments - Classes, Agents, Roles, Groups, and Ob-
jects (E-CARGO) model as well as the sub-pattern, i.e., Group Role Assignment
plus Constraints (GRA+). A feasible optimization solution is proposed in this re-
search to deal with such well-formalized models with the technical support of IBM
ILOG CPLEX R©, an advanced optimizer that is verified to be significantly superior
against other optimizing approaches in terms of both efficiency and accuracy. By
means of considerable case studies, the results convince us that our approach to ex-
amination scheduling is capable of obtaining optimal solutions respecting multiple
constraints in less computational time, and thus this research is believed to have
significant contributions to post-secondary practice.

Keywords

Examination scheduling, post-secondary, exam timetable, constraint, RBC, E-CARGO,
GRA+, x-ILP, CPLEX optimization, Java application, and benchmark datasets.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Research Background

Resource allocation problem is the assignment of social activities by which the re-
sources are required to tackle the allocation properly in terms of feasibility and
efficiency. Such problems are often highlighted during the assignment process re-
lated to human power such as positions designation, as well as decision making such
as scheduling problems, among which examination scheduling is one of the most
tricky issues educational facilities especially the post-secondary institutions have to
confront.

Examination scheduling, considered an NP-complete problem [2], is to assign a set of
exams into a limited number of timeslots (time periods) and venues (of certain capac-
ity), subject to a set of constraints [44], so that different policies and rules identified
by administrators or faculties would be fully respected. The quality of the exam
timetable has a great impact on a broad range of different stakeholders including
lecturers, students and administrators [47] [49]. It is an inevitable recourse alloca-
tion practice along with the lecture scheduling problem in educational settings. The
critical challenge of the scheduling problem is to avoid any concurrent assignment
against restricted resources, meanwhile, any specific rules applied to individuals and
items should also be considered towards the scheduling objective. As to the exams
timetable of a university in each academic session, students as long as enrolled in
certain courses are supposed to be scheduled into exams corresponding to the related
courses, in other words, all the exams must be scheduled in the timetable for stu-
dents whoever registered the corresponding courses of the exams. Additionally, each
individual student can only take one single exam at a time, and the venue utilized
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to accommodate the students of an exam cannot be over its capacity. However, the
general rules mentioned above are only the basic principle every administrator in the
Registrar Office of school has to obey, the practical settings of the exams scheduling
in most post-secondary institutions are far more beyond that model. A brief scenario
is presented below to illustrate the real-world examination scheduling problem.

Real-World Scenario

The Registrar Office of school X is going to conduct an exam session for all the
students across in-class courses of the Fall term, the office administrator Larry is
responsible for this project and indicated to present an executable timetable of the
exam session with conflicts free in a limited time. Since Larry has the student
enrolments information stored in the database shown in Table 1.1, she also needs to
figure out the other fundamental information shown in Table 1.2 from administrative
indication. What’ more, her manager proposes a policy that no more than two exams
applied to each student per day in case of the overload, and Dr. Lee, the instructor
of Course COSC 1046, particularly requests a morning slot for his course.

Besides that, Larry knows that there are three more implied constraints she has to
take into consideration, every:

• exam must be scheduled into the timetable;

• student can only take one single exam at a time;

• venue cannot be over its capacity.

In light of such a challenge, Larry realizes she may not manually schedule a feasible
timetable within a short time since there are many tricky constraints she has to
tackle against the exam congestion. In this case, the size of the data is not that
large. Therefore, humans could handle it with trail and error within or beyond
reasonable time. The final executable optimized exams timetable, capturing all the
constraints, is shown in Table 1.3.

Even though the scenario above is just a miniature of the real examination scheduling
practice, it clearly demonstrates the significance of the proposed problem. It’s worth
mentioning that there may be more than one optimized outcome with respect to the
timetable, and the existence of the final result is also not guaranteed against the
various rules and policies, computational analysis of these conditions will be further
studied in Chapter 5.
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Table 1.1: Table of Student-Course Enrolment

COSC
1046

COSC
1056

COSC
3426

STAT
2126

ECON
2266

GEOG
2016

GEOG
2247

ENGR
2506

Adams • • •
Baker • • •
Clark • •
Davis • •
Evans • • •
Frank • •
Ghosh •
Hills • • •
Irwin • • •
Jones • •
Klein • •
Lopez • • •
Mason • • •
Nalty •
Ochoa • •
Patel • • •
Quinn • • •
Reily • • •
Smith • •
Trott •
Usman • •
Valdo • • •
White • • •
Xiang • •
Yakub • • •
Zafar • •

Post-Secondary Educational Settings

Small educational facilities, with a few course enrolments and plain administrative
policies, used to tackle the examination scheduling problem manually with trails
and errors. Once the complexity increases, let’s say the amount of students comes
to tens of thousands as well as hundreds of available courses open to be registered
in an academic session, in addition to the limited venue resources and dynamically
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Table 1.2: Table of Scheduling Polices and Rules

Items Rules & Policies

Length of Time 2 days
Time Slots/Day 9:00-11:00 a.m., 1:00pm-3:00 p.m.,

6:00pm-8:00 p.m.
Number of Venue(s) 1 classroom
Capacity of Venue(s) 20 spots
Venue Minimum Utilization Rate 30%

Table 1.3: Exam Timetable

Day 1 Day 2
Course 9-11am 1-3pm 6-8pm 9-11am 1-3pm 6-8pm

1 GEOG
2247

COSC
3426

COSC
1056

COSC
1046

STAT
2126

GEOG
2016

2 ECON
2266

3 ENGR
2506

Enrolment 6 16 11 8 12 9
Capacity 6 spots - 20 spots

indicated test polices by school administrators and faculties, it seems impossible
to handle the project within a human’s scope. To minimize the exams congestion
becomes a practical but inevitable scheduling problem that happens to most post-
secondary institutions. Some universities deal with the problem relying on existing
commercial scheduling software, however, the performance deteriorates significantly
as the size of data increases; alternatively, the performance remains well but the
optimal solution is not guaranteed as the heuristic-based algorithms. What’s more,
most software may not capture all the customized scheduling constraints regarding
any specific university’s setting.

Objective and Thesis Outline

In light of the problems that occurred in the examination scheduling practices of
most post-secondary institutions, therefore this research is dedicated to proposing a
new approach to facilitate such scheduling issues concerning various school policies
and unpredicted rules, meanwhile to keep the whole scheduling process both accurate
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and efficient. Fortunately, in the view of role assignment problem, we found that the
specific examination scheduling problem can be attributed to the scope of the Group
Role Assignment (GRA) problem [61, 57, 55] and its extension [56] anyway, which
is the sub-pattern of the E-CARGO model regarding the Role-Based Collaboration
(RBC) methodology [60]. Since the RBC is proved to be capable of modelling most
real-world collaboration problems to comprehensive mathematical expressions, thus
we are fully convinced of the research orientation and take advantage of it to formalize
our practical issues in extended integer linear programming (x-ILP) expressions [56,
28]. Afterwards, a feasible solution to the x-ILPs is proposed to deal with our well-
designed models under certain conventional conversions.

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 mainly reviews the related works of
literature respecting the examination scheduling problems. Chapter 3 is designed to
look insight into the problem itself, and then transfer the objective and multiple con-
straints to general x-ILP formulations referring to the important RBC methodology.
In Chapter 4, a feasible optimization solution is proposed by creating a practical
examination scheduling application in Java with the help of IBM ILOG CPLEX R©

optimization [22]. The case studies are conducted in Chapter 5, where we thoroughly
illustrate the entire process of the scheduling manipulation and then test the system
performance within or across considerable benchmark datasets in terms of feasibility,
efficiency, and accuracy. A research’s technical conclusion and future work prospect
will be presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Scheduling problems arise in various forms including educational scheduling (e.g.,
Goh et al. [17]), nurse scheduling (e.g., Goldsberry et al.[18]), sports scheduling
(Kendall et al.[25]) and transportation scheduling (Boyer, et al. [7]). They have
represented a challenging and important problem area for researchers across both
Operational Research and Artificial Intelligence since the 1960s [44]. Recent years
have seen an increased level of research activity in this area. Burke et al. [8] focused
upon a definition of general scheduling pattern, which covers many cases, such that
a scheduling problem is a problem with four parameters: T , a finite set of times; R,
a finite set of resources; M , a finite set of meetings; and C, a finite set of constraints.
The problem is to assign times and resources to the meetings so as to satisfy the
constraints as far as possible.

Among the wide variety of scheduling problems, educational scheduling, especially
the examination scheduling, is one of the most widely studied. It is such a time-
consuming task which occurs seasonally in most educational settings. It also has
been recognized that course and examination scheduling are the siblings [50] but still
very distinguished regarding the problem space discussed by McCollum in 2007 [34].
This research is particularly proposed to concentrate on the examination scheduling
problem.

In light of the development of the educational settings, there are various tricky re-
quirements highlighted that school administrators may employ to conduct an exam
session in terms of the time, venues, individuals and many other aspects. Nguyen and
Bui [36] and the University of Nottingham [5] provide real sized instances that can
be useful for benchmark testing of new algorithms. In fact, we have applied these
tests in our case studies in Chapter 5. Several techniques from different research
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fields have been used to tackle such scheduling issues in the works of literature, how-
ever, most of them utilized genetic algorithms or heuristic combination of genetic
algorithm [14, 19, 20, 33, 35] to obtain exact or near optimal solutions.

To the best knowledge of the author, algorithms employed to deal with such exam-
ination scheduling issues can be generally classified into four types according to a
survey conducted by Qu et al. in 2009 [44]. However, a significant number of research
papers in the area have been published since after, therefore, we have to review the
development of related literature in order to keep posted of the current cognition.

Typically, the four types of scheduling algorithms are:

• graph based sequential techniques;

• constraint based techniques;

• local search based techniques; and

• population based algorithms.

We realized that many of the successful methodologies that have appeared in the
literature represent hybridizations of a number of techniques, e.g., Abou et al. in 2019
[2]. Thus, the categories mentioned above only stand for the mainstream techniques,
certain specific methods may be across more than one of the classifications.

Graph Based Sequential Techniques

The paper by Welsh and Powell in 1967 [52] represented a very important contribu-
tion to the scheduling literature. It built the bridge between graph colouring and
scheduling, which led to a significant amount of later research on graph heuristics in
scheduling. In exam scheduling problems, the exams can be represented by vertices
in a graph, and the hard constraint between exams is represented by the edge be-
tween the vertices. The graph colouring problem of assigning colours to vertices, so
that no adjacent vertices have the same colour, then corresponds to the problem of
assigning timeslots to exams. The Graph Coloring Problem (GCP) is considered a
NP-complete problem [16]. The basic graph colouring based scheduling heuristics are
constructive methods that order the exams by how difficult they are to be scheduled.
The exams are then assigned, one by one, into the timeslots [44].

Leighton [30] proposed the renowned Recursive Largest First (RLF) algorithm, which
is attributed to such a kind of heuristic graph coloring algorithm, and it only needs
O(n2) time behavior to deal with most spares graphs so that it can be particularly
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used to address large-scale scheduling problems.

Abou Kasm et al. [2] proposed a method to facility examination scheduling problem,
which requires cross-validation on both student and course levels, thus it significantly
increases the computational complexity. The research mainly uses improved graph
coloring algorithms including a new approach called “Largest Box Algorithm” with
the steps of proposed examination scheduling heuristics. The results indicate that
such a heuristic method enables the scheduling system to obtain a near-optimal
solution with a relatively large population of enrolments in smaller computational
time. In fact, our proposed solution also contains such a cross-validation issue with
students involved.

Ganguli and Roy [15] used a graph coloring heuristic algorithm to build up an ap-
plication and conducted the tests of hard and soft constraints through a certain
amount of data sets. Their algorithm emphasizes on the degree of constraint sat-
isfaction, even distribution of courses, test for uniqueness of solution and optimal
outcome. If multiple optimal solutions are available, then the one satisfying the
maximum preferential conditions is chosen.

Malkawi et al. [32] approached the examination scheduling problem by using a
graph-coloring-based algorithm, and they developed an algorithm that accounted for
a customized set of constraints. The contribution of paper [32] is allowing users to
choose particular time slots and exam venues, but the research is not capable of
regulating the venue’s capacity. The algorithm is designed to assign one exam per
day for each student as a presumption, if does not meet, then it will automatically
release the constraint to two exams per day if possible. This idea is actually subject
to our method since we also introduced a two-day timespan where the problem’s
compactional complexity significantly increases.

Constraint Based Techniques

In contrast with graph theory based techniques, constraint based techniques handle
the problem as a mathematical program consisting of an objective function and
constraints [42]. Mathematical formulations of the examination scheduling problem
are generally Integer Programming (IP) formulations and thus IP solution approaches
can be used. One measure of the goodness of a solution is the spread of exams over
the exam period for each particular student.

Constraint based techniques are usually computationally intensive. Large problems
require substantial time to solve. Therefore, constraint based algorithms are usually
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combined with heuristic methods to obtain solution with better time complexity.

Qu et al. [44] challenged the classical graph-based techniques and proposed a novel
constraint-based approach combined with heuristics, which can enable us to flexi-
bly manipulate the exams and constraints during the scheduling process. Woumans
et al. [53] presented a student-centric view of the examination scheduling prob-
lem and allowed for multiple versions of an exam to be scheduled to increase the
spreading of exams for students. They also proposed two column generation (CG)
algorithms combined with both heuristics and mathematical formulations such as the
integer programming (IP) technique in order to deal with the examination schedul-
ing problem efficiently. An evaluation norm was particularly developed by Laporte
and Desroches [27] to propose an automatic procedure for constructing examination
timetables in universities.

The development of some powerful constraint programming systems or languages,
e.g., ECLiPSE (Ajili and Wallace 2003), CHIP (Simonis 1995), OPL (Van Hentenryck
1999), significantly supported the construction of complete exam scheduling systems
in real world applications. However, only particular problems at different institutions
have been tackled with this approach in the literature [44].

Local Search Based Techniques

Local search is a heuristic method for solving computationally hard optimization
problems. Local search based techniques can be used on problems that can be for-
mulated as finding a solution maximizing a criterion among a number of candidate
solutions, such as the examination scheduling problem. Local search algorithms move
from solution to solution in the space of candidate solutions (the search space) by
applying local changes, until a solution deemed optimal is found or a time bound
is elapsed. Some popular local search algorithms are the Tabu Search algorithm,
Simulated Annealing, and the latent decision algorithm [41]. Different local search
algorithms employ different techniques to improve the algorithm’s performance. Yuri
Bykov and Sanja Petrovic in 2016 [10] presents a new single-parameter local search
heuristic named step counting hill climbing algorithm (SCHC), and compared the
new method with late acceptance hill climbing, simulated annealing and great del-
uge algorithm. The SCHC has shown the strongest performance on the most of
our benchmark problems used. Sabar et al. in 2009 [48] presents a simple graph
based heuristic that employs a roulette wheel selection mechanism for solving exam
scheduling problems, it was proposed as a local search based application of introduc-
ing randomness to the solution algorithm.
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Population Based Techniques

Population based techniques such as the evolutionary algorithms are genetic oreinted,
and had been widely utilized in terms of examination scheduling field as we previ-
ously discussed. In particular, hybridisations of genetic algorithms with local search
methods have led to some success in the field. For example, Abdelhalim and El
Khayat in 2016 [1] proposed a genetic algorithm that uses some heuristics to gener-
ate an initial population of feasible good quality timetables. The algorithm uses a
simple weighted sum formula to respect professors’ preferences and handle conflicts,
and a targeted mutation operator that uses a local search heuristic is also employed.
Similarly to the examination scheduling problem, Akkan and Gülcü in 2018 [4] mod-
elized the course scheduling problem as a bi-criteria optimization problem and solve
it by a hybrid Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm, which makes use of Hill Climbing
and Simulated Annealing algorithms in addition to the standard Genetic Algorithm
approach. Leite et al. [31] also in 2018 introduced a new cellular evolutionary algo-
rithm which is population-based metaheuristic to solve the examination scheduling
problem, and it differs from non-cellular algorithms in that the population is orga-
nized in a cellular structure. The proposed method is hybridised with the threshold
acceptance local search metaheuristic.

As to certain considerations of the specific scheduling policies, Akbulut and Yılmaz
[3] in 2013 involved exam-venue as another factor in the scheduling problem and
added venue capacity as a constraint. The authors also suggested scheduling two
exams in the same hall at the same time to utilize the full capacity of a venue.
This consideration is actually subject to one of the soft constraints in our research.
Rachmawati et al. [45] in 2012 considered a situation when a course instructor has
to be present during the exam, this constraint is based on the teacher-oriented view
and is suitable to some small educational institutions where a course instructor may
teach multiple different courses and thus the constraint regulates that exams from
the same course instructor can not be assigned at the same time. However, it is
not consistent with the practices in most post-secondary institutions where the same
instructor may teach the same course but with different sections, thus scheduling the
exams with this constraint will probably lead to any plagiarizing risk.

In the next chapters, all scheduling conditions and constraints proposed by our work
will be presented in detail. What is more, the important methodology, Role Based
Collaboration (RBC) and its specific patterns, as well as the feasible solution to the
constraint based mathematical expressions will also be fully demonstrated.
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Chapter 3

Problem Generalization

3.1 Examination Scheduling Description

Examination scheduling is one of the most important administrative activities that
take place in all academic institutions. The complexities and the challenges high-
lighted by scheduling problems arise from the fact that a large variety of constraints,
some of which contradict each other, need to be satisfied in different educational
settings. This section will mainly depict the components of the general examina-
tion scheduling subject as well as a variety of constraints and objectives towards its
optimized exam timetables.

3.1.1 Essential Factors

To initialize an examination scheduling circumstance, there are many essential factors
rather than the other appended constraints that we need to acquire before starting
the process. They can be classified into three categories, i.e., the fact set, the iden-
tified set and the derived set, all of which the system will manipulate to facilitate
the timetabling with or without additional constraints. Theoretically, the essential
factors also belong to the extent of constraints as a whole, only because they are the
prerequisites of the circumstance setup that scheduling process can solely carry out
regardless of the other rules and policies, thus this thesis sets those apart from the
constraints section.
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Fact Sets

The fact sets are defined as groups of data that can be effortlessly acquired from the
existing administrative database without external involvement.

The student-course enrolment information is a fact set demonstrating some essential
details and relevance within between students and courses, including the size of
registered students and open courses to be tested in an exam session, as well as the
index name of each individual, what’s more, it indicates in which specific courses each
student registered and how many enrolments assigned in total to each course. The
student-course enrolment information, considered as an important data resource, can
be formed in many ways as required, e.g., Table 1.1 shows a matrix-alike form, it
can also be either a student-oriented or a course-oriented form instead. A conversion
practice to this project ready-to-use form of student-course enrolment information
will be illustrated in Chapter 4. Since each single student would register only a few
(typically 3 to 5) out of hundreds of courses per semester [5], so the student-course
enrolment, if formed in matrix, should be a sparse one.

Identified Sets

The identified sets are groups of data that users such as school administrators, fac-
ulties or any other staff can flexibly specify. These sets are mainly determined with
respect to the school policies, regulations, personal preferences and other unforesee-
able circumstances, thus the data sets are dynamically adjusted according to the
external decisions.

The length of the exam session, known as an identified set, should contain the data
information, such as:

• the number of days as well as which specific dates planned to conduct all the
exams, and

• the number of time slots for each day as well as which specific time periods
during a day.

Please note that the exam dates can be nonconsecutive and the number of time slots
for each particular day can vary depending on the user’s preference.

The capacity of the exam session also belongs to an identified set users should de-
termine according to the school’s specific operation, which indicates the data infor-
mation such as the amount, location and capacity of each particular venue of the
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group. Besides that, users may set up a minimized utilization rate (if applicable) to
guarantee the attendance against any wasteful vacancies.

Typically, most universities prefer to use a few broad spaces, let’s say gyms, to ac-
commodate a group of exams at a time, however other small educational institutions
especially the secondary school of which the exams may take place with only one
exam allowed for every unique venue. The exam venue policy varies case by case and
will be further discussed in the constraints section.

The customized scheduling practice for every respective exam, as the preference of
course instructor or administrator, is another identified set users may also take into
consideration before the process of the timetabling. There are many scheduling
options regarding the exam preferences in terms of time and venue, which include
but not limited to:

• specific date across the exam session;

• specific time slot of each day;

• specific time slot of a particular date;

• specific venue among the venue group;

• specific venue of a particular date;

• specific venue of a particular time slot of each day;

• specific venue of a particular time slot of a particular date.

The venue-related preferences above will be accessible only if there is more than
one venue available to utilize to accommodate the exams. It is worth mentioning
that the customized scheduling policy applied to requested exams is a very practical
and common attention towards the educational settings since it usually happens
when the course instructor requests the Registrar Office for a fixed venue or time
slot scheduled to his test due to various reasons and conditions, thus this thesis
especially puts forward this flexible and partial scheduling issue contrasting with
conventional exams scheduling which only deals with checks on an overall level. It is
a novel challenge against most existing literature, and the computational complexity
may significantly increase as imagination. The proposed solution to this idea will be
illustrated in the following sections.
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Derived Sets

The derived sets are groups of the implied information that can only be obtained
from either the fact sets or the identified sets, they are distinct from the other two
sets but also the essential factors contributing to the scheduling process as well.

The enrolment conflicts information is a derived set which is a very critical and
fundamental data set to the scheduling process, indicating if there exist common
students within any two exams or not. The conflicts among students are an important
reference that most structures of the constraints will base on, it can be derived from
the fact set of the student-course enrolment information.

The volume information of the course registration, indicating the number of students
enrolled in each single course, is a derived set that can be obtained from the student-
course enrolment information as well, it will be used towards any venue-related con-
straints if applicable. The derivation process of both the enrolment conflicts and the
volume of course registration will be introduced in the following sections.

According to various educational settings and requirements [44], there may be more
essential factors than what we mentioned above, and it mainly depends on the com-
plexity of the scheduling practice. However, the essential factors put forward in this
research are universally prioritized by most educational institutions, they reveal the
core process and significance of solving such a proposed problem.

3.1.2 Scheduling Policies and Constraints

The scheduling policies and constraints, distinct from essential factors, are either
the implied rules commonly respected throughout the examination scheduling or the
appended terms requested by the administrator or faculties upon the decisions, the
main purpose of which is to ease the students’ burden in case of overload.

Hard Constraints

The hard constraint, also considered as implied constraint (listed in Page 2), is the
renowned principle underlain upon the educational mechanism that the scheduling
process has to completely respect prior to any other additional rules. Since the hard
constraint is an inevitable issue arisen through the examination scheduling problem,
thus the computational complexity of the system is fixed before supplementing any
other constraints and its participation in the process cannot be ignored anyway.
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Soft Constraint

The soft constraint is the additional rule applied to the scheduling process. It is
a very flexible constraint initially put forward to relieve the exam congestion for
each individual and can be ignored or partly respected according to the overall per-
formance of the timetable. There is a variety of soft constraints that users could
determine to add during the scheduling process and the computational complexity
of each item varies case by case. The overall complexity of the system will increase
significantly if more items added, and it may also lead to an insolvable optimized
result towards the timetable.

To the best knowledge of the author, the soft constraints related to student-oriented
scheduling is new to the literature since it requires cross-validation on both student
and course object, e.g., [no more than two exams per day for each student ] is a
student-oriented soft constraint that a number of exams should be scheduled for
each individual within a preset window of days, it is a novel but practical attempt
against the conventional educational constraint sets in which only the course-oriented
cases are involved. The complexity of different types of constraints will be studied
in Chapter 5.

The Table 3.1 below shows a general collection of certain hard and soft constraints
according to the common educational settings, more constraints can also be proposed
in light of specific institution’s circumstance [38].

3.1.3 Scheduling Objective

The scheduling objective is a goal of the exam timetable where all the exams are well
organized to the venue and time slot, it is the core and basic requirement of the whole
program. The scheduling objective is not unique depending on specific educational
settings. Some educational institutions particularly pursue the least amount of days
of the exam session as their core target using heuristic algorithms e.g., Abou Kasm
et al. in 2019 [2], some of the others, however, aim at finding the optimal solution
to the whole timetable performance that the best-optimized result always can be
guaranteed as long as the project is solvable, e.g., Malkawi et al. in 2008 [32].

Our thesis will consider both conditions above and will mainly dedicate to the latter
scheduling objective which is more practical and critical to most post-secondary
institutions, since most schools have already set up a fixed length of exam session
according to past practices, e.g., small institutions like college A usually sets up
two weeks to conduct all the exams whereas university B needs an entire month
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Table 3.1: Collection of Hard and Soft Constraints

Type Item Rules & Policies

Hard Constraint

1 Every exam must be scheduled into the
timetable.

2 Every student can only take one single exam
within the same time slot.

3 Every venue can not be allowed to accommo-
date over its capacity.

Soft Constraint

4 No back-to-back exams for each student.
5 Four scheduling policies user can choose

from:
1. no more than two exams in two days;
2. no more than one exam per day;
3. no more than two exams per day;
4. no more than one exam in two days.

6 Courses with more than one section should
be scheduled in the same time slot.

7* Special requests by faculty, such as:
1. specific date;
2. specific time slot;
3. specific venue;
4. others not mentioned above.

8 Two venue polices user can choose from:
1. only one exam per room;
2. more than one exam can be assigned

in the same exam room as long as the
capacity is not exceeded.

*Item 7 is about customized scheduling to respective exam and had been generalized in the
scope of essential factors, please refer to the identified set in the prior section for details.
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going through all the multi-disciplines based on its conventional experience. Thus to
obtain an optimal conflict-free timetable within the tolerant processing time, with
not only all the tricky requirements exactly respected but also the least length of
the timetable obtained at meanwhile, would be a pragmatic contribution to the real
world engineering application. What’s more, the scheduling objective this research
mainly aims at also has theoretical significance since it reveals many computational
patterns and findings which will be studied in Chapter 5.
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3.2 Role-Based Collaboration Methodology

3.2.1 Introduction of Role-Based Collaboration

Role-based collaboration (RBC) [60] is an emerging computational methodology that
uses roles as the primary underlying mechanism to facilitate collaboration activities
including but not limited to abstraction, classification, separation of concerns, dy-
namics, sharing, recourse allocation, interactions, coordination, and decision making,
etc. It consists of a set of concepts, principles, models, and algorithms [57]. The RBC
was initially proposed by Dr. Zhu in 2003 [58], and has significant instructions push-
ing forward to not only the theoretical development but also real-world engineering
practices as it opened a new field discussion of the collaboration problem space.

In light of the collaboration activity, there are two major procedures, i.e., task dis-
tribution and execution, that mutually interact with one another during the collab-
oration process. Typically, an efficient and well-considered task distribution would
benefit the whole performance of the task itself, that is to say, there will be less
attention paid to the task execution which is believed to be more tricky and unpre-
dictable than the distribution process to handle. The RBC methodology therefore
dedicates upon this problem, it formalizes the task distribution into mathematical
expressions and tries to maximize the overall task performance against the erratic ex-
ecution patterns. In other words, the core technique of the RBC is to take advantage
of the mathematical formalization to capture system components of the real-world
scenarios into the abstract [57, 55].

The RBC emphasizes the distribution process to the extent which includes the role
negotiation, agent evaluation, and role assignment stages of its general life cycle
(Figure 3.1). Meanwhile, it also had revealed such a problem space throughout the
whole collaboration activity, i.e., the role transfer problem (RTP) [59], the group role
assignment (GRA) problem [61], the GRA with conflicting agents (GRA+) problem
[56], etc., and most raw problems had been theoretically formalized and then solved
in previous research during last decades. This research will mainly apply the GRA+
models as a new approach to our examination scheduling problem, particularly for
post-secondary institutions.

3.2.2 E-CARGO Model

The E-CARGO model is the fundamental pattern of what the RBC abstracts from
the real-world collaboration scenarios, it may be universally applied to most alike
systems and their components if further looked into. The RBC and its E-CARGO
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Figure 3.1: The Life Cycle of RBC
c© Dr. Haibin Zhu [55]

model generalize a collaboration activity into six components, i.e, classes, objects,
agents, roles, environments, and groups [57], among which many internal relation-
ships could be generally built by using symbols and mathematical formulations, hence
the collaboration activity can then be well defined and finally solved in certain ways.

Within the E-CARGO model, a system Σ can be defined as a nine-tuple Σ ::=<
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C,O,A,M,R, E ,G, s0,H >, where C is a set of classes, O is a set of objects, A is a
set of agents, M is a set of messages, R is a set of roles, E is a set of environments,
G is a set of groups, s0 is the initial state of the system, and H is a set of users.
In such a system, A and H, and E and G are tightly coupled sets, i.e., a human
user and his/her agents may perform a role together, every group should work in an
environment, and environment regulates a group [57].

In general, E-CARGO clearly differentiates among its components, such that:

• objects are not agents and do not play roles;

• agents, as role-players, deal with the messages dispatched by their roles and
access objects with the rights regulated by their roles;

• roles are message exchangers and dispatchers;

• environments are specified by roles and objects;

• group(s) are composed of dynamic agents in an environment by playing roles.

Since the E-CARGO model is dynamically developed and may emphasize particular
components upon different situations [57], therefore this thesis will mainly refer to
a compact E-CARGO pattern that is specifically suitable to the research of the
examination scheduling problem. Such that agents and roles are the main aspects
we now centralize, and environments and groups are simplified into vectors and
matrices.

Agents and Roles

A is an agent set, its elements i, i′(i 6= i′) ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1}, where m = |A|; R is an
role set, its element j ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}, where n = |R|. Both m and n are denoted
as the non-negative integers.

Environments and Decision Variables within Group

L is the lower bound ranges of the role set in environment E of group G, and it is an
n vector, such that L[j] ∈ N , where N is the set of positive numbers, ∀j ∈ R. It is
actually a condensed item from component E of the E-CARGO model, indicating a
minimum number of agents required for each corresponding role within its group so
as to enable a workable assignment. Therefore, L is a very important environment-
related element which strictly regulates the whole system. Similarly, U is the upper
bound ranges with the same properties above but opposite bound ranges as L.
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Q is an qualification m×n matrix regarding to environment E of group G, such that:

Q[i, j] ∈

 Q[0, 0] . . . Q[0, n− 1]
...

. . .

Q[m− 1, 0] Q[m− 1, n− 1]


where Q[i, j] ∈ [0, 1], ∀i ∈ A and ∀j ∈ R. It indicates the specific qualification value
of the agent i if assigned to the role j, and Q[i, j] = 1 means that agent i is the
most competent candidate to the role j whereas 0 the least. Q, as a very significant
indicator, is supposed to be obtained by evaluating through each individual agent i
to all the roles of R in group G, it is used as the objective function coefficients to
the system.

The decision variable set T , denoted as the role assignment indicator, is an m × n
matrix regarding to the group G, where T [i, j] ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ A and ∀j ∈ R. It
is determined a binary digit to each of the agents, such that T [i, j] = 1 means the
agent i is assigned to the role j, or 0 otherwise.

3.2.3 Regular Group Role Assignment (GRA) Problem

Throughout the life cycle of RBC (Figure 3.1), role assignment remains a very critical
stage together with role negotiation and evaluation during the distribution process.
The well-allocated role assignment can not only significantly boost the collaboration
efficiency of the whole progress but also reduce any potential conflicts and unnec-
essary coordination in the process of the task execution. GRA, therefore, had been
proposed and developed to seek an optimal assignment solution based on the agent
evaluation such that highly competent candidates (agents) will be designated to the
potential positions (roles) with boundary regulation (environment) to maximize the
overall project (group) performance [59].

Overall Performance

The group implementation, denoted as σ, is the overall performance of group g,
meanwhile, it is also the final performance of system Σ of the E-CARGO model when
in the case of GRA. σ is defined as the sum of the well-assigned agents’ qualification,
such that:

σ =
m−1∑
i=0

n−1∑
j=0

Q[i, j]× T [i, j], ∀i ∈ A and ∀j ∈ R.
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Table 3.2: Open Recruitment Information

Open Officials Vice
President

General
Secretary

Treasurer
Assistant

Events
Coordinator

Spots 1 2 2 4

The regular GRA problem is considered an NP class problem where its complexity,
if applied with the conventional exhaustive method, is proved to be exponential
with the increasing amount of agents and roles. Fortunately, an efficient solution by
using the Hungarian Algorithm (also called Kuhn-Munkres Algorithm) was already
proposed and developed in the literature.

Real-World Scenario

For the purpose of specifying the elements of a real case corresponding to each items
in the E-CARGO model, here presented a simple example to illustrate the pattern.

The student association board of school X is going to conduct its annual election, the
open officials are vice president, general secretary, treasurer and events coordinator.
After role negotiation, the recruitment information is listed in Table 3.2. There
are thirteen student candidates in total considered into the final competition, and
only a few more qualified personnel could be designated upon the limited positions.
Thus, the board has to evaluate each potential candidate through the interviews by
weighting the capabilities in the form of percentage scale with respect to candidate’s
intention as well as the other open positions, the role evaluation simplified in matrix
is shown in Figure 3.2a. And also the final decision table formed in matrix is shown
in Figure 3.2b.

Implied Constraints in GRA

From the example above, Table 3.2 indicates the role j out of the open officials set
R where ∀j ∈ R, and the lower bound ranges vector L (also the environment E)
corresponding to each role j within the group G which is the recruitment project
in this case, i.e., L = [1, 2, 2, 4]; Figure 3.2a then indicates the agent i out of the
candidates set A where ∀i ∈ A, and the roles evaluation matrix Q (also the environ-
ment E) corresponding to each agent i through the roles set R within the group G;
Finally, Figure 3.2b demonstrates the decision variables matrix T , where a optimized
decision (0/1) is eventually assigned to the agent i for ∀i ∈ A corresponding to each
of the roles set R within the group G.
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Q =



0.18 0.82 0.01 0.29
0.35 0.80 0.35 0.58
0.84 0.85 0.36 0.86
0.96 0.51 0.64 0.45
0.22 0.33 0.33 0.68
0.96 0.50 0.73 0.10
0.25 0.18 0.39 0.23
0.56 0.35 0.62 0.80
0.49 0.09 0.58 0.33
0.38 0.54 0.20 0.72
0.91 0.31 0.15 0.34
0.85 0.34 0.18 0.43
0.44 0.06 0.37 0.66


(a) Role Evaluation Q

T =



0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


(b) Decision Variables T

Figure 3.2: Matrices of Role Evaluation and Decision Variables

The optimized decision was made upon this regular GRA case by using the developed
Hungarian Algorithm [59] as discussed above, the overall performance σ of the group
G (also the whole project performance Σ in E-CARGO model) is 6.96 that should
be an optimal value out of the other results. Through the proposed solution to a
regular GRA problem, an optimal and execution result can always be guaranteed as
long as the system is solvable under the environment E .

Furthermore, how to obtain an optimal result respecting to environment E in GRA,
nevertheless, is not a conflict-free pattern where some implied constraints are actually
involved though regardless of the constraint of roles evaluation Q. In the above
example, the implied hard constraints that regulate the allocating process are listed
below, such that:

• each open official j has to be satisfied with its amount of required employees
e (for e ∈ E) out of the candidates A, i.e.,

∑m−1
i=0 T [i, j] = L[j] where ∀j ∈ R;

and

• each candidate i, if successfully elected, can only be assigned to one of the open
officials R, i.e.,

∑n−1
j=0 T [i, j] ≤ 1 where ∀i ∈ A; and

• the amount of the candidates A must be no less than the total amount of the
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required employees E of all the open officials R, i.e., m ≥
∑m−1

i=0

∑n−1
j=0 T [i, j]

where ∀i ∈ A and ∀j ∈ R.

The regular GRA solution dedicates to the problem where only a few constraints be-
ing involved without cross-conflicts on agents or roles, and a proposed algorithm was
developed to obtain an optimal result in order to proceed to the following process
of the task execution of RBC life cycle. However, it is just a simple pattern against
many other real-world settings. There are in fact many additional constraints ap-
pended to a scheduling project so that the GRA problem with conflicting agents
[56], for example, is therefore an actual concern, and an enhanced solution to such a
problem would generally bring much more benefit to the engineering applications in
practice.

3.2.4 GRA Problem with Conflicting Agents (GRA+)

Conflict commonly exists in certain circumstances of a collaboration activity, it is
a critical factor that can not to be ignored and may influence the collaboration
performance in varying degrees depending on the criticality of the conflicts towards
the execution progress, i.e., some trivial conflicts may have minor affect to the whole
process whereas some of the others may cause a critical failure or even human disaster
to the extreme.

In light of the conflicts particularly happened to the GRA process in the life cycle
of RBC (Table 3.1), such issues are mainly because of the incompatible clashes
among the agents within the same role or group due to either mental or physical
reasons. The low efficiency of the collaboration activity always arises when conflicts
on agents were not properly dealt with in the process of role assignment of the RBC,
unnecessary coordination and negotiations that should not have to be involved now
hence have to be handled though during the task execution stage. For example, in
educational settings the conflicts within exams on particular time slots may lead to
much overloaded burden or even actual time conflicts for common student who is
enrolled in certain exams.

GRA+, denoted as the group role assignment with conflicting agents on roles or
group(s), is the modelized issue discussed above and it also belongs to the problem
space of GRA to the extent. What’s more, the GRA+ problem was proved to be
the susbproblem of NP-complete problem [56, 2], there is no further research to
prove if the GRA+ itself is also the NP-complete problem though, neither was an
algorithm proposed yet to reveal the GRA+ could be efficiently solved in polynomial
time. Thus, it still remains much more complicated compared with the regular GRA
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problem and the Hungarian Algorithm, however, is failed to be used to handle its
complexity within the scope. The general problem formalization of GRA+ and its
feasible solution were proposed by Zhu in 2016 [56], it specifically focuses on the
additional conflicts working on the agents subject to the environment E in addition
to the regular GRA constraints.

Through the engineering practices, it is commonly known that only a highly con-
sidered role assignment is figured out respecting all the potential constraints, would
the collaboration activity be effortlessly proceeded with much less effort. To suc-
cessfully avoid any conflicts during the process of role assignment does not means
that there will be a conflict-free circumstance at the stage of task execution, since
the conflict exists dynamically and no formalization could be completely formed to
predict it anyhow. The solution to the GRA+ problem is proposed to obtain an op-
timal assignment before the role playing in order to ease the effort on any redundant
coordination. In spite of dynamic occurrences that may happen, it still has many
significant applications to the engineering practices, e.g., the examination scheduling,
that this research studies in educational settings.

Conflicting Agents on Roles or Group(s)

Two agents i, i′(i 6= i′) are in conflict on roles if and only if i and i′ are incompatible
within all the same roles in R, where ∀i, i′ ∈ A; Similarly, two agents i, i′(i 6= i′) are
in conflict on group(s) if and only if i and i′ are incompatible within the same group
g, where ∀i, i′ ∈ A and g ∈ G. And typically, there is only one group out of the G
set towards the GRA+ problem.

In the previous example in Page 22, let us say there exist some emotional collisions
among the candidates, i.e., the 1st candidate has a conflict with the 2nd one, and the
5th has conflicts with the 6th, 12th and 13th ones but there are not separate collisions
between each pair of the 6th, 12th and 13th ones themselves. The conflicting pair
of the candidates, however, can not be elected to the same officials whose available
spots are more than one because of the incompatibility, but the conflicting pair can
exist within different officials of the recruitment project.

Conflict Matrix and Its Density

Ac, denoted the relationships of conflicting agents in the form of matrix, is defined
as an m × m matrix where Ac[i, i′] ∈ {0, 1} and i, i′(i 6= i′) ∈ A. Ac[i, i′] = 1
indicates that agent i and i′ are in conflict, while 0 otherwise. It also belongs to
such a derived set regarding to environment E of group G and is obtained from the
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original agents set A. The derivation process of how to obtain Ac from the fact sets
will be illustrated in Chapter 4. Since the conflict is mutually affected on each pair
of both agents, so the conflict matrix should be symmetric along its diagonal, i.e.,
Ac[i, i′] = Ac[i′, i]. Additionally, the relationship of an agent to itself has no practical
sense, thus we define Ac[i, i] = 0 just in case.

From the conflicting candidates described in the previous scenario, the corresponding
conflict matrix Ac is obtained in Figure 3.3.

Ac =



0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


Figure 3.3: Conflict Matrix Ac

The density d is a complexity indicator obtained from the conflict matrix Ac through
dividing the number of total elements by the number of 1s in the given conflict matrix
Ac, shown as the Eq. (3.1). It indicates the density of the conflict matrix Ac so as
to influence the overall complexity of the GRA+ problem, a detailed computational
analysis upon this indicator will be studies in Chapter 5.

d =
2×

∑m−1
i=0

∑m−1
i′=i+1A[i, i′]

m2
where ∀i ∈ A,∀j ∈ R. (3.1)

Problem Formulation

The GRA+ problem is supposed to obtain an optimal variable decision set T by
maximizing the overall performance σ′ of system Σ of the E-CARGO system, such
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that:

σ′ = max
m−1∑
i=0

n−1∑
j=0

Q[i, j]× T [i, j], ∀i ∈ A and ∀j ∈ R. (3.2)

and subject to

T [i, j] ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ A and ∀j ∈ R (3.3)

m−1∑
i=0

T [i, j] = L[j],∀j ∈ R (3.4)

n−1∑
j=0

T [i, j] ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ A (3.5)

m ≥
m−1∑
i=0

n−1∑
j=0

T [i, j],∀i ∈ A and ∀j ∈ R (3.6)

The Eq. (3.3) (3.4) (3.5) and (3.6) are within the regular GRA scope as discussed
in Page 24, however Eq. (3.6) can be separately omitted since we are able to judge
or presume that all the GRA-related problems have sufficient agents to be scheduled
towards the required participants in the G set.

When the conflicting agents happened on any same roles of the group g, the constraint
expression followed by is shown as Eq. (3.7).

Ac[i, i′]× (T [i, j] + T [i′, j]) ≤ 1

∀i, i′(i 6= i′) ∈ A and ∀j ∈ R
(3.7)

Alternatively, when the conflicting agents happened against the entire group g, it
means that any conflicting pair can neither be assigned to any same roles nor within
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the group itself, thereby the constraint expression followed after Eq. (3.6) is shown
as Eq. (3.8).

Ac[i, i′]× (T [i, j] + T [i′, j′]) ≤ 1

∀i, i′(i 6= i′) ∈ A and ∀j, j′ ∈ R
(3.8)

Also note that the GRA+ problem expressed in Eq. (3.8) literally has more re-
strictions against the environment E than what the Eq. (3.7) does, thus an optimal
solution obtained from the latter may not assure that it would happen in the former
because of its restricted E . However, the situation where conflicting agents happened
against the group g is not applicable towards the examination scheduling, so this the-
sis will mainly specify the GRA+ problem that is the conflicting agents on the same
roles if not particularly mentioned. (A study about the conflicts on the group(s) was
briefly studied in the literature [56].)

It is worth mentioning that, the Eq. (3.4) (3.5) (3.7) and (3.8) are actually in
the form of the extended Integer Linear Programming (x-ILP) which is proved to
be a sub-problem of the regular Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem in the
literature, and the ILP itself is a NP-complete problem, so is the x-ILP. Meanwhile
GRA+ problem discussed in this thesis is attributed to a sub-problem of the x-ILP
problem to the extent, and still remains unknown if it is also a NP-complete problem
though. A detailed introduction about the x-ILP problem and its application to the
examination scheduling will be presented in next section.

The Figure 3.4 shows the final decision variables matrix T after conflict avoidance
on the same roles in R set, i.e., the 1st and 2nd candidates ever elected to the same
role (general secretary position) now are altered because of the conflicts, and also
none of the 6th, 12th and 13th candidates, if successfully elected, is assigned to the
same role with the 5th candidate.

σ′ is an optimal result of the role assignment and its value is 6.73 that is slightly
smaller than the previous one 6.96 without conflicts. The literature [56] had proved
that conflict avoidance in certain density will not significantly degrade the overall
performance of the group in the Σ as long as an optimal result σ′ is solvable. Ad-
ditionally, the 4th candidate, whose evaluation value is 0.96 in Figure 3.2a should
have been considered as a perfect vice president, is eventually elected to the treasure
assistant position since GRA+ is to seek an optimal solution towards the overall
performance in Σ regardless of the individual particularity.

All above is just a GRA+ pattern in the E-CARGO model of the RBC system,
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T =



0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


Figure 3.4: Decision Variables T

only the way we formalize the related problems by using the RBC methodology can
a solution finally be found to obtain the result as we supposed, however, it seems
not that easy yet to deal with the GRA+ related problem especially the examina-
tion scheduling problem for example against the NP-complete extent. Fortunately,
a feasible and practical solution will be proposed in Chapter 4, and the next sec-
tion is mainly focused on the application of GRA+ formulation to the examination
scheduling problem in practice.
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3.3 Transferring Practices from Examination Schedul-

ing to GRA+

Now that the examination scheduling problem and the GRA+ methodology had been
introduced and explained in the last sections, hence it can be apparent to notice that
those two subjects exist many properties in common, the corresponding connections
between the elements among them could be structured accordingly upon the real
educational settings. Therefore, this section is dedicated to proposing an advanced
method, which is about transferring the theoretical GRA+ pattern to the arisen
examination scheduling practice by using the conflict avoidance approach within the
RBC methodology, to facilitate the examination scheduling and obtain an optimal
exams timetable respecting certain policies and rules to the extent.

3.3.1 Timetable Stretching

Exam timetable is a table for coordinating the core information, i.e., exams, time slots
and locations, to generate an executable schedule list in terms of courses, students,
faculties, administrators, venues and so on [39]. It should be a conflict-free reference
which is designed to minimize the exams congestion and respect the hard and certain
soft constraints as discussed in the previous sections. Typically, the categories of the
items in exam timetables vary according to different institutions’ preferences in the
educational settings, Figure 3.5 shows a sample of the exam timetable from RMIT
university [46] where the items of its exam timetable include Subject Area, Exam
Title, Date, Day, Start Time, Finish Time, Duration and Venue, etc.

The exam timetable is a fundamental pattern of the data structure where the exam-
ination scheduling can be proceeded by manipulating various data upon the request,
and the following conflict-avoidance procedures will mainly be based on it. In this
thesis, for a general picture of how the main scheduling process runs, only the critical
and basic elements within the exam timetable such as the indexes of exams, time
slots, dates and venues that matter most to the scheduling process will be discussed
below. The columns of the timetable are something about the time and locations,
and the rows are the entries of exams to be assigned, moreover, there is no stu-
dent enrolment information presented in the timetable since it is an exam-oriented
schedule.

Before proceeding with the transference from GRA+ to the examination scheduling,
the exam timetable will have to be stretched out in the horizontal direction in light
of the time slots and locations to match the factors corresponding to the GRA+
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c©RMIT University Timetable - Semester 2 2015 (1/17) [46]

Figure 3.5: Exam Timetable Sample

pattern on the roles. Meanwhile, the entries (also the exam agents) in the rows are
complex with the enrolment information which is indicated in the student-course
enrolment matrix of the fact sets as we discussed in the example Table 1.1.

Transferring on Roles

In GRA+ problem, the roles set R is purely represented a one-tuple unit such as the
open officials of the student association election for example in Figure 3.2; however,
when applied to the examination scheduling practice, the roles are structured by
more than one components, such that:

Rd is an identified set of days to conduct all the exams, its element (also the index
of date) d ∈ {0, . . . , nd − 1} where nd = |Rd|. To a simplified mode, we will use
the input positive integer value nd to indicate the length of the exam session so as
to structure the consecutive indices of dates in the Rd set regardless of the specific
dates.

Rt is an identified set of time slots per day, its element (also the index of time
slot) t ∈ {0, . . . , nt − 1} where nt = |Rt|. Similarly, we will use the input positive
integer value nt to indicate the amount of exams periods within a day so that the
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consecutive indices of time slots get created in the Rt set regardless of the specific
start and finish time. Upon the basis of generalization for research, we assume that
every single day has the same amount of time slots, and the corresponding time
slot of different days has the same length of time duration. Additionally, a further
study about the influence of the exam duration on the scheduling complexity will be
analyzed in Chapter 6.

Rv is a derived set of venues utilized to accommodate the exams regardless of venue’s
name, location and other additional information in a simplified model, its element
(also the index of venue) v ∈ {0, . . . , nv − 1} where nv = |Rv|. Accordingly, C is an
nv venue capacity vector with respect to the Rv set, and it is an identified set user
determines. C indicates the venue’s capacity of index v in Rv, the positive integer
value nv can be obtained from C set since nv = |C|, so is the Rv consequently. If
nv = 1, then v ∈ {0} is the unique element and the capacity of which is C[0] in Rv,
see Table 3.3. What’s more, we assume that every time slot in the timetable is filled
up with the identical Rv set.

R is the final target set of roles corresponding to the GRA+ pattern, it literally
indicates the consecutive exam spots filling up the timeline throughout the timetable,
in other words, it represents the situation where there may be a batch of different
exams taking place during every same time slot, and it is also the minimum unit
among the factors in the columns. R, as a derived set, can be obtained from the sets
of Rd, Rt, and Rv on roles to the extent, such that the spot element (also the index
of exam spot) j ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1} where n = nd × nt × nv.

Through the above stretching process on the roles in terms of day, time slot, venue
and exam, Table 3.3 visually illustrates a picture of the timetable pattern from this
research. The role j ∈ R of the group g (also the whole system Σ) is a complex of
the factors, i.e, d and l, overlapped across the table columns when it happens to the
examination scheduling practice, only the way to stretch the timetable is properly
done can we therefore proceed with the role assignment process based on the GRA+
pattern.

Transferring on Agents

A is a derived set of exams to be scheduled, its element (also the index of exam)
m ∈ {0, . . . ,m − 1} where m = |A|, it can be obtained from the matrix As which
are the fact sets previously stored in the database. A is the agents set corresponding
to the GRA+ pattern, it is also the basic unit in the rows of the timetable. To
a simplified model, we will use the positive integer value m to structure the exam
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Table 3.3: Role Components in Timetable

d 0

t 0 . . . nt − 1

v 0 . . . nv − 1 0 . . . nv − 1 0 . . . nv − 1

j 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(a) Indices of Factors on Roles

d . . .

t 0 . . . nt − 1

v 0 . . . nv − 1 0 . . . nv − 1 0 . . . nv − 1

j . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(b) Indices of Factors on Roles (continued)

d nd − 1

t 0 . . . nt − 1

v 0 . . . nv − 1 0 . . . nv − 1 0 . . . nv − 1

j . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n− 1

(c) Indices of Factors on Roles (continued)

indices in A by replacing the specific course’s code and section.

As is a derived set of students participating the exams, its element (also the index
of student) s ∈ {0, . . . ,ms − 1} where ms = |As|, it can also be obtained from
the matrix As. As is actually an implied agents set and reveals the student-course
relationship information in the rows of timetable. The positive integer value ms

will be used to structure the student indices in As by replacing the specific student
number or name.

After transferring the examination scheduling practices to the GRA+ pattern re-
garding to the roles and agents, it enables us to merely relay on the exam index
i ∈ R and spot index j ∈ A of the timetable to create the problem models.
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3.3.2 Exam Enrolment and Conflict

As denoted as the fact sets already known, if formed in matrix, is an ms ×m sparse
matrix (Page 12) where As[s, i] ∈ {0, 1},∀s ∈ As and ∀i ∈ A, indicating student
s is registered in the exam i if 1 marked, or 0 otherwise. As is the fundamental
student-course enrolment information demonstrating the essential relevance within
between students and courses, in addition to indicating the size of the A and As sets
and other specific information employed to the scheduling process.

Besides that, N is denoted as an m vector where N [i] =
∑ms−1

s=0 As[s, i] for ∀i ∈
A , indicates the number of students enrolled in an exam i. It is an important
parameter used to measure the spots availability against the venue’s capacity. The
total enrolment number of the exams session therefore is

∑m−1
i=0 N [i], which illustrates

a picture of the entire registrations across the students and exams.

Ac, as discussed in Page 25, is an m × m exam conflict matrix, where Ac[i, i′] ∈
{0, 1},∀i, i′(i 6= i′) ∈ A, it indicates there exist common students within any two
exams if 1 marked, or 0 otherwise. Ac is a symmetric sparse matrix and Ac[i, i] = 0,
it can be derived from the student-course enrolment matrix As through a simple
algorithm shown in Chapter 4. To the examination scheduling problem, Ac is the
core and basic information that is utilized to formalize the constraints, and dealing
with the constraints in the scheduling process, in other words, is also meant to tactic
against the exam conflict avoidance. The density d of the exam conflicts is shown in
Eq.(3.1), it indicates the degree of the exams congestion so as to influence the overall
scheduling implementation.

3.3.3 Customized Exam Evaluation

As discussed in Page 13 and 21, the customized scheduling tactic to satisfy the exam
setting preferences is to frame a rating scheme based on the GRA+ pattern. Thence
a five-scale rating scheme is proposed in this research to meet the requirements, Table
3.4 indicates the possibility of an exam i assigned to an exam spot j (minimum unit
in the timetable) in percentage, which is corresponding to the qualification matrix
defined in GRA+. If nv = 1, it is simplified to the evaluation of an exam to a time
slot in the timetable without the venue being involved.
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Table 3.4: Exam Evaluation Scale

Rating Value
Assigned FFFFF 100%
Preferred FFFF 75%
Default FFF 50%
Undesirable FF 25%
Excluded F 0%

The values converted from the ratings are manually assigned, user can actually cus-
tomize the degree of rating as well as its corresponding value depending on different
examination scheduling settings. To initialize Q, an m× n matrix should be set up
and the default element values are 50%. Thereafter, user can modify the default
value of the exam i in particular exam spot(s) according to the situation (Page 13),
e.g., [exam preferred to be assigned to a specific venue of a particular time slot of each
day ], then user needs to modify the values of the exams spots js for exam i from
50% to 75%, with respect to every preferred venue v within its preferred time slot t
throughout all days in timetable. User has to go through all the customized exam
requests from school faculties or administrators to eventually obtain an updated
version of the qualification matrix Q.

3.3.4 Capacity Boundary Condition

U is denoted as an n upper bound vector of the exam slot j(∀j ∈ R) corresponding
to its venue’s capacity, such that U [j] = C[v] where v = (j mod nv) and v ∈ Rv,
C is the identified venue capacity set defined in Page 32. U indicates the maximum
seats available to each single exam spot j.

If nv = 1, then U [j] = C[0] which means U is an constant positive integer n vector,
meanwhile, L is applied in this situation to indicate the minimum amount of atten-
dance that should be guaranteed for each venue v in the exam spot j (also the time
slot t), such that L[j] = p× U [j] = p×C[0] where p is the utilization rate that user
can identify according to different examination scheduling settings.

Both U and L are derived from C set and are considered as the component of
the environment E in the E-CARGO model that strictly regulate the examination
scheduling system.
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3.3.5 Variable Decisions and Objective Function

The decision variable set T , denoted as the assignment indicator of the examination
scheduling, is an m × n exam-oriented decision matrix, where T [i, j] ∈ {0, 1},∀i ∈
A and j ∈ R. It indicates exam i is finally scheduled in exam spot j if 1 is marked,
or 0 otherwise. Along with the qualification matrix Q, decision matrix T has the
identical matrix pattern corresponding to Q, both of them are within the same group
g of the E-CARGO model in GRA+ and are also the basic structure of the exam
timetable.

σ′, defined as the whole exam timetable performance, is a maximized sum of all the
scheduled exams’ qualifications shown as Eq. (3.2) in Page 27. It is an optimal
result of the examination scheduling as well as the system objective function. In the
educational settings, the objective towards different examination scheduling tasks is
not unique, this thesis is particularly based on the GRA+ methodology which is to
obtain an executive and optimized decision variables set T through maximizing the
objective value σ that is subject to the certain constraints discussed in the Table 3.1
in Page 16.

It is worth mentioning that, the objective value σ′ obtained after respecting certain
constraints is a fixed rational number no matter how the scheduling proceeds, since
the GRA+ problem is always to seek an optimal solution among others against the
constraints as long as the problem is solvable. However, the optimal result may not
guarantee all the customized exams from the qualification matrix Q to be assigned
as users’ intentions because the optimal solution is upon the overall exam timetable
performance in Σ regardless of any individual particularity.

What is more, in the original GRA+ problem, it is proved that the group performance
σ′ will not decreases significantly after the conflict avoidance process compared with
the performance σ in the regular GAR problem [56], but this is not applied to
examination scheduling setting which is basically a conflict-based model where most
constraints are formalized upon the exam conflicts, thus there does not exist conflict
free circumstance for it to measure the conflict avoidance benefits.
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3.4 Problem Expression in Extended Integer Lin-

ear Programming (x-ILP)

3.4.1 Introduction of x-ILP Problem

An integer programming (IP) problem is a mathematical optimization or feasibility
program in which some or all of the variables are restricted to be integers [51]. In
many settings the term refers to integer linear programming (ILP), in which the
objective function and the constraints (other than the integer constraints) are linear.
Integer programming is proved the NP-complete [23]. In particular, the special case
of 0-1 integer linear programming, in which unknowns are binary, and only the
restrictions must be satisfied, is one of Karp’s 21 NP-complete problems [24]. This
zero-one programming technique has been successfully applied to solve a project
selection problem in which projects are mutually exclusive and/or technologically
interdependent. It is used in a special case of integer programming, in which all the
decision variables are integers. It can assume the values either as zero or one, e.g.,
Caselli et al. in 2020 [11].

An extended integer programming problem (x-ILP) is a class of problems to find a
decision variables set X, whose index j ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1} where n = |X|, to obtain

max
n−1∑
j=0

C[j]×X[j]

subject to

X[j] ∈ {0, 1}, ∀j ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}
n−1∑
j=0

A[i, j]×X[j] ∼ B[i], ∀i ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1}

where A is a set of constraint coefficients, B is a set of right-hand side constraint
values and C is set of objective function coefficients. Also note that the operator ∼
stands for the general relations, i.e., <,>,=, 6=,≤ or ≥.

The literature [56] restricted the x-ILP problem to the regular ILP problem by re-
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placing ∼ with ≤, such that

n−1∑
j=0

A[i, j]×X[j] ≤ B[i], ∀i ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1}

which is an alternative expression of the ILP problem, and proved that the x-ILP
problem, which is a sub-problem of the regular ILP problem, is NP-complete as well.
Further more, it also proved that the GRA+ problem is a sub-problem of x-ILP into
which the GRA+ problem can be transferred within polynomial time.

As discussed in Section 3.2, GRA+ still remains an open problem whether it could
be attributed to the NP-complete class or not, neither an efficient solution had been
found yet so far to prove that the GRA+ problem is just in problem class which can
be solved in polynomial time though. Therefore, a feasible approach to solve GRA+
problem, to the best knowledge of the author in literature [56], is to transfer it to
the x-ILP expressions as already shown in Page 26, when applied to this research,
accordingly we then transfer all the constraints of the examination scheduling prob-
lem into the x-ILP alike mathematical formulations, so that a practical technique
against the NP-complete problem fortunately is thereafter proposed in Chapter 4 to
solve those kind of constraints efficiently towards the educational settings.

3.4.2 Objective and Constraints in x-ILP Formulation

According to the explanations about examination scheduling practices in Page 14
and Table 3.1, the timetable objective and the scheduling policies or rules now can
be formalized in x-ILP expression as below.

Objective Function and Decision Variable Bound

The exam timetable performance should be guaranteed as an optimal result that
respects certain constraints to the large extent, such that:

σ = max

m−1∑
i=0

n−1∑
j=0

Q[i, j]× T [i, j] (3.9)

where ∀i ∈ A and ∀j ∈ R, and Q is the customized exams scheduling information
(known as the exam evaluation matrix), T is an optimal decision variable set that is
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subject to:

T [i, j] ∈ {0, 1} (3.10)

Hard Constraints

n−1∑
j=0

T [i, j] = 1 (3.11)

where ∀i ∈ A, and it indicates the implied rule of the examination scheduling that
every exam must be scheduled in the timetable. Eq. (3.11) clearly regulates the
condition where there exist exactly one decision variable assigned 1 and the rest are
0s among the exam spots for each single exam.

Ac[i, i′]× (T [i, t̂] + T [i′, t̂]) ≤ 1 (3.12)

where ∀i, i′(i 6= i′) ∈ A,∀t̂ ∈ Rt̂. t̂ is in the Rt̂ set which is an alternative form
of the Rt set to the timeline extent. Rt̂, denoted as such an auxiliary set on the
roles, stands for the chronological time slots throughout the timetable, its element
t̂ ∈ {0, . . . , nt̂ − 1} where t̂ = |Rt̂| = nd × nt. The technique how to convert the
decision variable T [i, t̂] expression to the standard unit T [i, j] will be dealt with in
Chapter 4.

Eq. (3.12) regulates the condition that every two exams in any same time slot have
no common students in conflicts, in other words, each student can only take one
single exam at a time. Eq. (3.12) indicates that if i and i′ have common students in
conflict, then Ac[i, i′] = 1, meanwhile there must be no more than one exam (either i
or i′) assigned to the time slot t̂, thereafter the value of the mathematical expression
in Eq. (3.12) should be less than 1. Additionally, if nv = 1, then the chronological
time slot is equivalent to the corresponding exam spot, i.e., t̂ ≡ j, such that Eq.
(3.12) can be converted to Ac[i, i′]× (T [i, j] + T [i′, j]) ≤ 1.

m−1∑
i=0

N [i]× T [i, j] ≤ U [j] (3.13){∑m−1
i=0 N [i]× T [i, j] ≥ L[j], if nv = 1∑m−1
i=0 T [i, j] ≤ 1, if nv > 1

(3.14)
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where ∀i ∈ A and ∀j ∈ R, and N [i] =
∑ms−1

s=0 As[s, i], L[j] = p × U [j], U [j] =
C[v] and v = (j mod nv) ∈ Rv as discussed in Page 34, 35.

Eq. (3.13) generally indicates that the venue(s) utilized to accommodate the students
can not be over its capacity, such that all of the enrolment volumes N [i] correspond-
ing to the assigned decision variables T [i, j] must be less than the venue’s capacity
where T [i, j]s locate, and the additional Eq. (3.14) specifies two situations where if
nv = 1 then there is only one venue utilized throughout the exam session, thus there
maybe more than one exam accommodated as long as the capacity is not exceeded,
meanwhile the least attendance should be guaranteed; whereas if nv = 1 then Eq.
(3.14) regulates the situation where there are more than one venues utilized to ac-
commodate the exams in each time slot and every venue can only undertake one
exam at a time. Eq. (3.14) is not a common constraint in ILP, and cannot be spec-
ified and processed by an ILP optimization platform, thus it has to be processed by
programming skills with conditional selection. Also note that the Eq. (3.14) alone is
attributed to the soft constraint scope that users are supposed to manually identify
the specific rules, the two equations are followed right after Eq. (3.13) since they are
the alternative conditions adhered to the hard constraint Eq. (3.13).

Soft Constraints

Except the hard constraints implied in the examination scheduling process of the
educational settings, there are various soft constraints arisen from the school policies
as well as some dynamic indications and preferences from administrators or faculties
in the real practice.

Some soft constraints are the values or parameters that users manually identify before
scheduling, i.e., the amount of days nd, time slots nt, venues nv, the least attendance
rate p, the venues’ capacities C and the customized exams scheduling preferences Q,
whereas other soft constraints are the additional policies or rules which are supposed
to be formalized into the x-ILP expression shown as below.

Ac[i, i′]× (T [i, t] + T [i′, t+ 1]) ≤ 1 (3.15)

where ∀i, i′(i 6= i′) ∈ A and ∀t ∈ Rt for t < nt − 1. The technique how to convert
the decision variables T [i, t], T [i, t+ 1] to the standard unit T [i, j] expression will be
shown in Chapter 4.

Eq. (3.15) indicated the situation that no back-to-back exams will be assigned to
each student within a day due to the participating overload concern. It shows that
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if i and i′ have common students in conflict, then Ac[i, j] = 1, meanwhile there must
be no more than one exam (either i or i′) assigned to both the time slot t and the
following time slot t+ 1 in everyday as long as t < nt− 1, thereafter the value of the
mathematical expression in Eq. (3.15) should be less than 1.

Four scheduling policies for users to choose from are as follows:

Ac[i, i′]× (T [i, d] + T [i′, d]) ≤ 1 (3.16)

where ∀i, i′(i 6= i′) ∈ A and ∀d ∈ Rd. The technique how to convert the decision
variable T [i, d] to the standard unit T [i, j] expression will be shown in Chapter 4.

When Eq. (3.16) is applied, then both Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.15) should be ignored
towards the situation that no more than one exam assigned per day for each student.
It overrides the conditions in (3.12) and Eq. (3.15) and shows that if i and i′ have
common students in conflict, then Ac[i] = 1, meanwhile there must be no more
than one exam (either i or i′) assigned to the date d, thereafter the value of the
mathematical expression in Eq. (3.16) should be less than 1.

Ac[i, i′]× (T [i, d] + T [i′, d+ 1]) ≤ 1 (3.17)

where ∀i, i′(i 6= i′) ∈ A and ∀d ∈ Rd for d < nd − 1.

Eq. (3.17) indicates such a situation which is the extension of Eq. (3.16) in the
timeline by altering the time range from one day to two. If applied, then it overrides
Eq. (3.12), Eq. (3.15) and Eq. (3.16) and is the strictest constraint among them.
Eq. (3.17) shows that if i and i′ have common students in conflict, then Ac[i] = 1,
meanwhile there must be no more than one exam (either i or i′) assigned to both
the date d and the following date d+ 1 as long as d < nd− 1, thereafter the value of
the mathematical expression in Eq. (3.17) should be less than 1.

m−1∑
i=0

As[s, i]× T [i, d] ≤ 2 (3.18)

where ∀s ∈ As and ∀d ∈ Rd. Note that the student factor is specifically involved into
this equation which is denoted as the student-oriented constraint and distinguished
from the above exam-oriented conditions.
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Eq. (3.18) indicates the situation that no more than two exams will be assigned to
each students during a day, and if applied, Eq. (3.15) will not be overridden upon
this situation and thus users should determine whether Eq. (3.15) is added or not
according to the specific setting. Eq. (3.18) shows that if student s is registered in
the exams set is, then As[s, i] = 1 for ∀i ∈ A, meanwhile there must be no more
than two exams out of the enrolled exams set is assigned to the date d, thereafter
the value of the mathematical expression in Eq. (3.18) should be less than 2.

m−1∑
i=0

As[s, i]× (T [i, d] + T [i, d+ 1]) ≤ 2 (3.19)

where ∀s ∈ As and ∀d ∈ Rd for d < nd − 1.

Eq. (3.19) also expresses a student-oriented constraint which is actually the extension
of Eq. (3.18) in the timeline by altering the time range from one day to two. If
applied, Eq. (3.18) will be overridden, whereas the Eq. (3.15) will not so that users
should separately determine and add it if necessary. Eq. (3.19) shows that if student
s is registered in the exams set is, then As[s, i] = 1 for ∀i ∈ A, meanwhile there
must be no more than two exams out of the enrolled exams set is assigned to both
the date d and the following date d+ 1 as long as d < nd− 1, thereafter the value of
the mathematical expression in Eq. (3.19) should be less than 2.

In conclusion, Eq. (3.9) to Eq. (3.19) shown in Table 3.5 generally formalize the
examination scheduling problem and address most of the specific constraints in ed-
ucational practices especially in post-secondary institutions. Specifically, Eq. (3.9)
to Eq. (3.14) are either the objective function or the hard constraints mandatory to
participate in the GRA+ assignment as the prerequisites, while Eq. (3.15) to Eq.
(3.19) are the soft constraints that users can identify by themselves. Eq. (3.15),
considered as a soft constraint, is separate from the rest ones which are a group of
scheduling policies that either of them can be chosen at a time of the scheduling
process.

3.4.3 Overriding Rule and Scheduling Stream

Table 3.5 summarized the problem formulations in the x-ILP expression, however,
there exist some overriding rules that one has the priority over another (also say
one has stricter constraint than another) among the hard and soft constraints as
briefly mentioned in last section, and the lower priority condition will be ignored if
the higher one is selected.
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Table 3.5: Table of Problem Expressions in x-ILP

No. Category x-ILP Formulation Eq.

1 Objective Function σ = max
∑m−1

i=0

∑n−1
j=0 Q[i, j]× T [i, j] (3.9)

2 Decision Variable T [i, j] ∈ {0, 1} (3.10)

3 Hard Constraint
∑n−1

j=0 T [i, j] = 1 (3.11)

4 Hard Constraint Ac[i, i′]× (T [i, t̂] + T [i′, t̂]) ≤ 1 (3.12)

5 Hard Constraint
∑m−1

i=0 N [i]× T [i, j] ≤ U [j] (3.13)

6* Soft Constraint
∑m−1

i=0 N [i]× T [i, j] ≥ L[j] (3.14)

7* Soft Constraint
∑m−1

i=0 T [i, j] ≤ 1 (3.14)
8 Soft Constraint Ac[i, i′]× (T [i, t] + T [i′, t+ 1]) ≤ 1 (3.15)
9 Soft Constraint Ac[i, i′]× (T [i, d] + T [i′, d]) ≤ 1 (3.16)
10 Soft Constraint Ac[i, i′]× (T [i, d] + T [i′, d+ 1]) ≤ 1 (3.17)

11 Soft Constraint
∑m−1

i=0 As[s, i]× T [i, d] ≤ 2 (3.18)

12 Soft Constraint
∑m−1

i=0 As[s, i]× (T [i, d] + T [i, d+ 1]) ≤ 2 (3.19)

13* Input Parameters nd, nt, nv, p, Q N/A

∀i, i′(i 6= i′) ∈ A,∀j ∈ R,∀t̂ ∈ Rt̂,∀t ∈ Rt,∀v ∈ Rv,∀d ∈ Rd, and ∀s ∈ As.
Such that the condition index:
No.1: optimal exam timetable performance;
No.2: final assignments of the examination scheduling;
No.3: every exam must be scheduled to the timetable;
No.4: each student can only take one exam at a time;
No.5: capacity of the venue(s) can not be exceeded;
No.6*: if only one venue utilized, then the least attendance should be guaranteed;
No.7*: if multiple venues utilized, each venue only accommodate one exam at a time;
No.8: no back-to-back exams assigned for each student;
No.9: no more than one exam assigned per day for each student;
No.10: no more than one exam assigned in consecutive two days for each student;
No.11: no more than two exams assigned per day for each student;
No.12: no more than two exams assigned in consecutive two days for each student;
No.13*: identified prerequisite parameters.

Overriding Rule

The hard constraints are the mandatory participants taking part into the scheduling
process unless otherwise specified, so they have the equal priorities overriding any
soft constraints. The soft constraints themselves, however, have different priorities
over one another. Specifically to say, index No.6 and No.7 in Table 3.5 have the
equal priority but only one of alternative conditions may be applied to the schedul-
ing process; No.10 has the highest priority overriding No.9, No.11, No.12, No.8 and
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No.4, ;No.9 has the second highest priority; No.12 has higher priority than No.11
alone, and either No.11 or No.12 and No.8, No.4 have parallel priorities not inter-
vened against.

Figure 3.6 illustrates a picture of the relationships regarding to those indices of
conditions during the examination scheduling process as discussed above.

Figure 3.6: Constraints Overriding Rules

Note that the symbols No.1 to No.13 are the indices represented in Table 3.5.

It is worth mentioning that No.4 and No.8 are not mutually intervened as No.8
alone stands for the situation where no back-to-back exams happened in consecutive
two time slots within a day for each student, thus it literally can not regulate the
situation represented in No.4 that there must be less than one exam assigned to each
student during any same time slot, because No.8 ranges two time slot window and
may not restrict the amount of exams within any single time slot itself. However, as
shown in Table 3.5, the model of No.8 is actually formalized overriding the situation
represented in No.4, which means an enhanced constraint considering the basic hard
constraint (No.4) in addition to its original function.

Scheduling Stream

According to the logical relationships shown in Figure 3.6, Figure 3.7 below illustrates
a general workflow pattern with respect to the real processing simulation regardless
of other logical programming details which will be discussed in Chapter 4, and the
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constraints scheduling sequences along with their corresponding mathematical for-
mulations henceforth will be utilized to solve the problem in certain methods.

Figure 3.7 generally shows such a scheduling workflow respecting the overriding rules
as discussed. To initialize the scheduling process, objective function No.1, decision
variables’ boundary No.2 as well as other identified prerequisite parameters No.13
need to be prepared to the system setting and are subject to the following hard
constraints and alternatively soft constraints.

No.3 and No.5, known as the hard constraints, are prior to set to the process which
is right followed by a decision whether soft constraint No.6 or No.7 is added to the
system or not. Afterwards, another decision is made for users to determine if the fol-
lowing soft constraints are adopted, if not, then hard constraint No.4 will be directly
appended before starting up the scheduling process. Under certain circumstances,
if users determine to choose any additional constraint(s), thus the system will come
to the next phase and firstly recognizes whether No.11 or No.12 is chosen, if yes,
it continuously inquires whether to append No.8 or not before finally importing the
constraints to the scheduling process, and No.4 has to be appended in case that No.8
is not chosen. If neither of No.11 and No.12 is chosen, therefore system will further
recognize whether No.9 or No.10 is chosen or not and just imports No.8 alone if
none of them is chosen, or alternatively either No.9 or No.10 is added instead.

The interpretation regarding the flowchart Figure 3.7 above is the essential scheduling
workflow towards the examination scheduling process, more specific conditions and
logical programming details will be shown in the practical programming codes as
follows in next chapter. Now that we have generalized the examination scheduling
problem and specify the x-ILP expressions corresponding to each single mathematical
formulation, besides that since the GRA+ models are stretched out to the extent
in the exam timetable and matched up with the post-secondary institution settings,
therefore a certain solution to the x-ILP expressions is supposed to be found and
proposed in this research so that a set of desirable decision variables under an optimal
timetable performance can be obtained eventually.
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Figure 3.7: Flowchart of Alternative Constraints Scheduling

Note that the symbols No.1 to No.13 are the indices represented in Table 3.5.
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Chapter 4

Feasible Optimization Solution

4.1 Setup and Configuration Preparation

From the above theoretical studies in Chapter 3, the specific examination scheduling
problem can be generalized and transferred to the abstract GRA+ pattern which is
proved to be the sub-problem of x-ILP problem in literature [56], and x-ILP problem
itself is the extension form of the regular ILP problem and also subject to the NP-
complete subclass. Therefore, if a decent approach is found to solve the ILP alike
problem within a tolerant computational time, hence the examination scheduling
problem will be properly dealt with and a feasible solution to it is almost there.
Fortunately, IBM ILOG CPLEX R© accesses the feasibility to such NP-complete linear
problems like ILP as well as its sub-problems [22].

4.1.1 Basic Features of CPLEX Optimizer

The CPLEX Optimizer alone was originally developed by Robert E. Bixby and sold
commercially from 1988 by CPLEX Optimization Inc [6]. This was acquired by ILOG
in 1997 and ILOG was subsequently acquired by IBM in January 2009. CPLEX con-
tinues to be actively developed by IBM. It offers various libraries, i.e., C, C++, Java,
.NET, and Python, that equipped with flexible, high-performance mathematical pro-
gramming solvers for linear programming (LP) and related problems. Specifically,
it solves linearly or quadratically constrained optimization problems where the ob-
jective to be optimized can be expressed as a linear function or a convex quadratic
function. The variables in the model may be declared as continuous or further con-
strained to take only integer values [26].
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The CPLEX Optimizer mainly comes in two forms, i.e., CPLEX interactive studio,
APIs, to meet a wide range of users’ needs, such that:

• IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio R© (often informally referred to sim-
ply as CPLEX) is an optimization software package. It is a comprehensive
toolset for modelling and solving optimization problems, and consists of an
integrated development environment (IDE), a mathematical optimization en-
gine (CPLEX) for planning problems, a constraint programming engine (CP)
for scheduling problems, as well as a set of APIs for modelling, solving and
embedding optimization solutions.

• Concert Technology is a set of libraries of the CPLEX Optimizer offering certain
APIs that include modelling facilities to allow a programmer to embed CPLEX
features into C++, Java, or .NET applications. The library is provided in
these files: ilocplexXXX.lib, concert.lib, and cplexXXX.jar, where XXX

represents a version number.

In order to take advantage of the CPLEX optimizer to solve the examination schedul-
ing problem, using the API of the concert technology libraries in Java program could
obtain a higher performance compared with using the integrated optimization soft-
ware package such as IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio R© [22], because the
project in this research mainly relies on the Java programming language to code
its problem models in many aspects rather than only dealing with the main x-ILP
problem itself, thus using Java program enhanced with the CPLEX optimizer API
will be expected an ideally overall outcome bypassing the compiler.

Primary Functions of CPLEX Optimizer

CPLEX is a tool for solving, first of all, linear optimization problems. Such problems
are conventionally written like this:

Minimize (or maximize)
c1x1 + c2x2 + . . .+ cnxn

subject to
a11x1 + a12x2 + . . .+ a1nxn ∼ b1

a21x1 + a22x2 + . . .+ a2nxn ∼ b2

. . .

am1x1 + am2x2 + . . .+ amnxn ∼ bm
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with these bounds
l1 ≤ x1 ≤ u1, . . . ln ≤ xn ≤ un

where the relation ∼ may be greater than or equal to, less than or equal to, or
simply equal to, and the upper bounds ui and lower bounds li may be positive
infinity, negative infinity, or any real number.

When a linear optimization problem is stated in that conventional form, its coeffi-
cients and values are customarily referred to by these terms:

• objective function coefficients c1, . . . , cn;

• constraint coefficients a11, . . . , amn;

• right-hand side b1, . . . , bm;

• upper bounds u1, . . . , un;

• lower bounds l1, . . . , ln;

• variables or unknowns x1, . . . , xn.

In the most basic linear optimization problem, the variables of the objective function
are continuous in the mathematical sense, with no gaps between real values. What’s
more, the CPLEX optimizer is also a tool for solving mathematical programming
problems in which some or all of the variables must assume integer values in the
solution. Such problems are known as mixed integer programs or MIPs [12, 29]
because they may combine continuous and discrete, for example the integer, variables
in the objective function and constraints. MIPs with linear objectives are referred to
as mixed integer linear programs or MILPs, and if all of the variables are completely
integer values, then MILPs also can be directed to the ILP problems.

Within the category of ILP problems, there are two kinds of discrete integer variables:
if the integer values of the discrete variables must be either 0 (zero) or 1 (one),
then they are known as binary; if the integer values are not restricted in that way,
they are known as general integer variables. As we discussed in Chapter 3, the
decision variables of the examination scheduling problem are restricted to the binary
expression according to the real setting.

4.1.2 Transferring x-ILPs to CPLEX Convention

Now that the API of CPLEX optimizer can be embedded into Java program to
facilitate the ILP related problems with binary decision variables, and on the other
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hand, the specific examination scheduling practice is kind of GRA+ problem which
is under the x-ILP scope [56], therefore we only need to address the well-created
x-ILP formulations of examination scheduling problem to the particular conventions
of CPLEX optimizer so as to obtain an optimally binary variables set, if any, towards
the exam timetable.

Based on the conventional form of CPLEX optimizer, there are two main steps being
involved in order to accomplish the transferring process from x-ILP formulations to
CPLEX-friendly expressions, such that:

• matching up each corresponding term with respect to the ILP problem expres-
sions stated in CPLEX optimizer, shown in Table 4.1; and

• adding the objective function, decision variables and constraints in CPLEX-
friendly expressions to the Java programming project.

Table 4.1: Table of CPLEX Primitives and x-ILPs in Practice

Terms
Coefficients & Values

CPLEX Original Examination Scheduling
objective function coefficients c1, . . . , cn Qmn

constraint coefficients a11, . . . , amn Ac
mm, A

s
sm, Ni

right-hand side b1, . . . , bm Un, Ln, {1}n or {2}n
upper bounds u1, . . . , un {1}n ∈ Tmn

lower bounds l1, . . . , ln {0}n ∈ Tmn

variables or unknowns x1, . . . , xn Tmn

Even though CPLEX can handle certain problems in which the objective function is
not linear but quadratic (known as quadratic programs or QPs) and also can solve
certain kinds of quadratically constrained problems (QCPs) [29, 37, 21], it is still a
good practice to convert the problems into general linear expressions (if applicable)
in order to stimulate a higher performance of CPLEX optimizer.

Converting Quadratic to Linear Expression

To proceed with the transferring process, first of all, all the related matrices in x-
ILP formulations are required to be converted into 1-D array expressions. Both the
objective function and decision variables of examination scheduling problem can be
easily linearized by 1-D forms of their components, such that in Eq. (4.1) and Eq.
(4.2):
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σ = max
m−1∑
i=0

n−1∑
j=0

Q̂[n× i+ j]× T̂ [n× i+ j] (4.1)

T [n× i+ j] ∈ {0, 1}, for ∀i ∈ A,∀j ∈ R (4.2)

where n = |R| and Q̂, T̂ are the linear variants corresponding to their original ma-
trices Q and T .

In terms of the constraint expressions, Table 3.5 shows three terms of hard constraints
and seven terms of soft constraints in the examination scheduling problem, where
No.3, No.5, No.6 and No.7 can be linearized straightforward through the 1-D array
expression of decision variables set T , shown in Eq. (4.3) to Eq. (4.6).

n−1∑
j=0

T̂ [n× i+ j] = 1 (4.3)

m−1∑
i=0

N [i]× T̂ [n× i+ j] ≤ U [j] (4.4)

m−1∑
i=0

N [i]× T̂ [n× i+ j] ≥ L[j] (4.5)

m−1∑
i=0

T̂ [n× i+ j] ≤ 1 (4.6)

where n = |R|, ∀i ∈ A,∀j ∈ R and T̂ is the linear variant corresponding to its
original matrix T .

However, the rest of terms should be particularly handled and paid more attention
because either Ac (i.e., No.4, No.8, No.9 and No.10)or As (i.e., No.11 and No.12)
is comprised within the constraints.

Specifically, in terms of Ac related constraints (also known as the exam-oriented
constraints), all potential conflicts on each role j as well as its timeline extensions ĵ
of the group g should be checked thoroughly to make sure a conflict-free environment
in decision variables matrix T . That is, if Ac[i, i′] = 1, then T [i, ĵ] + T [i′, ĵ] ≤ 1 so
as to ensure that no more than one binary digit 1 are allowed to be assigned to
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either T [i, ĵ] or T [i′, ĵ] but not both, in other words, agent i and agent i′ can not
concurrently exist within the role ĵ in general, shown in Eq. (4.7) to Eq. (4.10).

T̂ [n× i+ t̂] + T̂ [n× i′ + t̂] ≤ 1 (4.7)

T̂ [n× i+ t] + T̂ [n× i′ + t+ 1] ≤ 1 (4.8)

T̂ [n× i+ d] + T̂ [n× i′ + d] ≤ 1 (4.9)

T̂ [n× i+ d] + T̂ [n× i′ + d+ 1] ≤ 1 (4.10)

Ac[i, i′] = 1 for Eq. (4.7) to Eq. (4.10), where n = |R|, ∀i, i′(i 6= i′) ∈ A,∀t̂ ∈
Rt̂,∀t ∈ Rt and ∀d ∈ Rd.

In terms of As related constraints (also known as the student-oriented constraints),
all potential exam enrolments of each student on each role j as well as its timeline
extensions ĵ of the group g should be checked thoroughly to ensure an identified
amount of binary digit 1s are not over the cap in decision variables matrix T . That
is, for all As[s, i] = 1, ∀s ∈ As, such that

∑m−1
i=0 T [i, ĵ] ≤ 2 (in previous case), in

other words, for every single student, his/her enrolled exams should be less than 2
within the role ĵ in general, shown in Eq. (4.11) and Eq. (4.12).

m−1∑
i=0

T [n× i+ d] ≤ 2 (4.11)

m−1∑
i=0

T [n× i+ d] + T [n× i+ d+ 1] ≤ 2 (4.12)

As[s, i] = 1 for Eq. (4.11) and Eq. (4.12), where n = |R|,∀d ∈ Rd.

4.1.3 Project Blueprint and Initial Configurations

Since after all of the x-ILP expressions of the examination scheduling problem had
been converted into CPLEX friendly conventions, the CPLEX optimizer libraries
embedded in Java program now can be utilized to solve the practical assignment
problem via the IBM Concert Technology [9, 21] as introduced above. Another
section is right followed to implement the specific scheduling procedures as well as
the Java project programming in detail.
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General Project Design

Table 4.2 shows the test environments where the scheduling implementation project
properly works. Also note that CPLEX Concert Technology libraries in Java are
integrated into the cplex.jar file which should be installed along with the IBM
ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio R©.

Table 4.2: Table of Test Platform Configuration

Device Specifications
Processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-7200U CPU @ 2.50GHz 2.71 GHz
Installed RAM 8.00 GB (7.85 usable)
System Type 64-bit operating system, x64-based processor
SSD INTEL SSDPEKKF256G7L

Software Specifications
OS Windows 10 Home (version 1909)

IDE
IntelliJ IDEA 2020.1 (Ultimate Edition)
Build #IU-201.6668.12

JDK Java Release 14

API
IBM ILOG CPLEX Libraries
Version: 12.9.0.0
Build id: 201902191339

This project is mainly designed with four separate Java classes, each of which is amid
to deal with particular function. Generally speaking, Preprocess.java, CSV.java,
GRACAR.java and GRACAR_CPLEX.java are the project classes built towards the ex-
amination scheduling programming, both Preprocess and CSV are the initial con-
figurations prior to the main programming and will be discussed within this sub-
section. GRACAR_CPLEX is the core Java class to modelize a novel method of solving
the scheduling problem based on the CPLEX optimization, and GRACAR is the main
running program that reads the data flows from external and generates the outcomes
mainly relying on the CPLEX based solution in GRACAR_CPLEX.

Before deploying the primary programming (shown in the next section), original data
source such as the student-exam enrolment raw data stored in the external database
should be converted to a certain conventional format As which is compatible with
the scheduling programming, besides that some essential factors like exam conflict
matrix Ac and enrolment volume N set should also be derived prior to the main
programming. The other essential factors, i.e., customized exam evaluation matrix
Q, venue capacity set C, number of venues, days, time slots and so on, are variable
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parameters obtained from users’ dynamic input and thus can be programmed within
the primary programming process.

Converting Source File to Student Enrolment Matrix As

First of all, some data sources acquired from the administrative database and users’
input should be preprocessed before we can generally import them to the schedul-
ing system. Since the essential factors of the examination scheduling problem had
been fully described in Chapter 3, the fact set like the student-exam enrolment in-
formation matrix As, regarded as a prerequisite, indicates the common relationship
between student and exam that we can take advantage of to extract some useful
information needed to the scheduling process. Therefore, we need to convert the
original source file from external to the certain conventional format suitable to the
scheduling system. In this research, we assume the enrolment information is kind
of .csv file compatible to certain databases, for each student record, the data fields
store the indices of the exams in numeral strings. Below is illustrated a partial
section of an entire source file for example, e.g., student index 1 registered exam
indices 0001, 0002, 0003, 0009 and 0012 at the same time, while student index 2 only
registered exam index 0080, and so on.

1 0001 0002 0003 0009 0012

2 0080

3 0073 0074 0077 0079

4 0080

5 0066 0073 0075 0076 0081

6 0076 0077 0080

7 0073 0077 0078 0080

8 0081

9 0026

10 ...

The entire Java programming code shown below is aimed at obtaining the conven-
tional As matrix (similar to Table 1.1) from the .csv format data source file so that
it can be further utilized in the scheduling system.

1 import java.io.BufferedReader;

2 import java.io.File;

3 import java.io.FileReader;

4 import java.io.IOException;

5 import java.util.*;
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6

7 public class CSV

8 {

9 public int[][] CSVReader()

10 {

11 Scanner source = new Scanner(System.in);

12 System.out.println("Please enter the file path:");

13 String file = source.next();

14

15 File csvFile = new File(file);

16

17 int[][]MTX = new int[0][];

18 String row;

19

20 if (csvFile.exists())

21 {

22 try

23 {

24 BufferedReader reader =

25 new BufferedReader(new FileReader(file));

26 List<String[]> rows = new ArrayList<>();

27

28 while ((row = reader.readLine()) != null)

29 {

30 rows.add(row.split(" "));

31 }

32

33 String[][] array = new String[rows.size()][0];

34 rows.toArray(array);

35

36 Set<String> exms = new HashSet<>();

37 int numOfExm = 0;

38

39 for (String[] strings : array)

40 {

41 for (String string : strings)

42 {

43 if (exms.add(string))

44 {

45 numOfExm++;

46 }

47 }

48 }

49

50 MTX = new int[array.length][numOfExm];
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51

52 for (int i = 0; i<array.length; i++)

53 {

54 for (int j = 0; j<numOfExm; j++)

55 {

56 MTX[i][j] = 0;

57 }

58 }

59

60 for (int i = 0, index; i< array.length; i++)

61 {

62 for (int j = 0; j<array[i].length; j++)

63 {

64 index = Integer.parseInt(array[i][j]);

65 MTX[i][index-1] = 1;

66 }

67 }

68 }

69

70 catch (IOException e)

71 {

72 e.printStackTrace();

73 }

74 }

75 else

76 {

77 System.out.println("The .csv file does not exist!");

78 }

79

80 return MTX;

81 }

82 }

The main idea of the algorithms above are to read any .csv file about the exam-
student enrolments data from external storage, and then transfer the list of data
rows (each row may have different number of fields and values) to the array form.
After that, the renowned Hash Code algorithm is applied to count the total amount
of the registered exams by the technique of accumulating different entries. Now that
the exams size is also obtained, we can then structure the final As model of which
the size of rows and columns are the length of the obtained array and the exams
size respectively, and initialize the entries to zeros as default. Another algorithm is
right followed to check through each single student and convert the string entries
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in the array to the integer values, after that the entries of As should be assigned
binary digit 1s as long as their indices in column are of the same values (subtracted
1 to meet the Java indexing convention) as any preciously obtained integers. Once
iteration process is done, the final As is thus in the compatible format that can be
handy to use as a prerequisite fact set.

Obtaining Conflict Matrix Ac and Enrolment Volume N

Since after the conventional format As is obtained through the proposed algorithms,
then the other essential factors, i.e., exam volume set N , exam conflict matrix Ac,
students size ms and exams size m now can be derived in certain ways. Also
note that As has many forms yet as we discussed before, we only assumed it is
an ms ×m sparse matrix previously obtained. Therefore, if in Java programming,
then m = As[0].length ; ms = As.length where ms ≡ ms and As ≡ As. As to N
and Ac, however, we need to use certain algorithms in Java program to derive the
data information from original matrix As. Here find below the entire algorithms in
Java code which are created to solve the problems in detail.

1 import org.jetbrains.annotations.NotNull;

2

3 public class Preprocess

4 {

5 private int m;

6 private int ms;

7

8 public int[] getNStudent(@NotNull int[][] As)

9 {

10 m = As[0].length;

11 ms = As.length;

12

13 int[] NStudent = new int[m];

14

15 for (int j = 0; j < m; j++)

16 {

17 int count = 0;

18

19 for (int i = 0; i < ms; i++)

20 {

21 if (As[i][j] == 1)

22 {

23 count++;

24 }

25 }
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26 NStudent[j] = count;

27 }

28

29 return NStudent;

30 }

31

32 public int[][] getConflictMTX(@NotNull int[][] As)

33 {

34 m = As[0].length;

35 ms = As.length;

36

37 int[] index = new int[m];

38 int[][] Ac = new int[m][m];

39

40 for (int i = 0; i < ms; i++)

41 {

42 int indexCounter = 0;

43

44 for (int j = 0; j < m; j++)

45 {

46 if (As[i][j] == 1)

47 {

48 index[indexCounter] = j;

49 indexCounter++;

50 }

51 }

52

53 for (int p = 0; p < indexCounter; p++)

54 {

55 for (int q = p + 1; q < indexCounter; q++)

56 {

57 Ac[index[p]][index[q]] = 1;

58 }

59 }

60 }

61

62 return Ac;

63 }

64 }

From the above code, two methods getNStudent and getConflictMTX are individ-
ually created beforehand under the class Preprocess.java, and they are used to
obtain the N set (NStudent) and Ac matrix (Ac) respectively.
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Algorithm 1: ObtainConflictMatrix

Input: As

Output: Ac

for i = 0, . . . ,m− 1 do
B[i] = ∅;
//B[i] is the set of registered exams for student i.

end
for s = 0, . . . ,ms − 1 do

for i = 0, . . . ,m− 1 do
if As[s, i] = 1 then

B[i] = B[i] ∪ s;
end

end

end
for i, i′ = 0, . . . ,m− 1 do

if B[i] ∩B[i′] 6= ∅ then
Ac[i, i′] = 1;

end

end

In the method getNStudent, an algorithm is designed to loop through each single
exam, and within each iteration As is repeatedly checked to determine how many
binary digit 1s are in total throughout all of the students, so that the total enrolments
for each single exam will be obtained after the iteration process; In the method
getConflictMTX, for each single student, an index variable (index) should be firstly
defined to track and collect the exam elements which contain binary digit 1s for each
single student, afterwards another simple algorithm is created to assign binary digit
1 to the element of conflict matrix Ac as long as its corresponding indices are of any
pair of the collections derived from previous step and the rest of the elements of Ac are
set 0 as default. It is worth noting that Ac here is an upper matrix as it is symmetric
along the diagonal, so the lower entries as well as the entries in the diagonal can be
ignored if necessary, e.g., Figure 4.1. After the iteration process throughout all of
the students, the final Ac matrix will be obtained. The corresponding algorithm in
pseudocode is presented in Algorithm 1.
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Figure 4.1: Pattern Sample of Conflict Matrix
Note that the dots in the graph represent binary digit 1s, and density d = 0.09.

0360-8352/ c© 2018 Elsevier Ltd.
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4.2 Scheduling Implementation Using CPLEX

As previously discussed, since after the examination scheduling problem had been
generalized based on the RBC methodology, and a feasible solution by using CPLEX
Optimizer also had been proposed and successfully adjusted to manipulate such a
sub-problem (GRA+) of NP-complete problems (x-ILP), therefore the main schedul-
ing implementation processes are ready on the go.

4.2.1 Primary Optimization Programming

The main programming structure of the scheduling optimization process will be
firstly listed below, and then followed by the individually specific functions of meth-
ods within it.

Main Structure

1 import ilog.concert.IloException;

2 import ilog.concert.IloIntVar;

3 import ilog.concert.IloLinearNumExpr;

4 import ilog.cplex.IloCplex;

5 import org.jetbrains.annotations.NotNull;

6 import java.util.Arrays;

7 import java.util.Scanner;

8

9 class GRACAR_CPLEX

10 {

11 private final int m;

12 private final int nd;

13 private final int nl;

14 private final int nt;

15 private final int nv;

16 private final int n;

17

18 private final int [] Ac;

19 private final double [] Q;

20 private final int [] U;

21 private final int [] L;

22 private int [] N;

23 private int [] C;

24 private final int [][] T;

25 private final int [][]As;
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26

27 public GRACAR_CPLEX(@NotNull int [][] AcMTX, int nDay, int nSlot,

28 int[] nStudent, @NotNull int [] CAP, double [][] QMTX, int[][]AsMTX,

29 double utlzRate)

30 {...}

31

32 public int[][] resolve()

33 {...}

34

35 private void uniCSTR(IloCplex CPLEX, IloIntVar[] x, int t, int d,

36 int l) throws IloException

37 {...}

38

39 private void stuCSTR(IloCplex CPLEX, IloIntVar[] x, int d, int l,

40 int[][]AsMTX) throws IloException

41 {...}

42

43 }

After importing certain essential packages, the class GRACAR_CPLEX is created with
initializing series of required variables, i.e., number of exams m, number of days
nd, number of time slots per day nl, number of total time slots nt, number of
venues nv, number of total exam spots n, as well as linear conflict set Ac, linear
customized exam evaluation set Q, boundary sets U, L, enrolment volume set N,
capacity set C, student-exam enrolment matrix As and decision variable matrix T.
Then the corresponding class instructor is created to define the initial variables. The
core scheduling method resolve is programmed afterwards, and followed by two
separate sub-methods contributed to the method resolve.

Class Constructor

1 public GRACAR_CPLEX(@NotNull int [][] AcMTX, int nDay, int nSlot,

2 int[] nStudent, @NotNull int [] CAP, double [][] QMTX, int[][]AsMTX,

3 double utlzRate)

4 {

5 m = AcMTX.length;

6 nd = nDay;

7 nl = nSlot;

8 nt = nd*nl;

9 nv = CAP.length;

10 n = nt*nv;
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11

12 C = new int[nv];

13 C = CAP;

14 N = new int[m];

15 N = nStudent;

16

17 Ac = new int[m*m];

18 for (int k = 0, i = 0; i<m; i++)

19 {

20 for (int j = 0; j<m; j++)

21 {

22 Ac[k] = AcMTX[i][j];

23 k++;

24 }

25 }

26

27 Q = new double[m*n];

28 for (int k = 0, i = 0; i < m; i++)

29 {

30 for (int j = 0; j<n; j++)

31 {

32 Q[k] = QMTX[i][j];

33 k++;

34 }

35 }

36

37 U = new int[n];

38 L = new int[n];

39 for (int i = 0; i<n; i++)

40 {

41 U[i] = CAP[i%nv];

42 L[i] = (int) Math.ceil(U[i]*utlzRate);

43 }

44

45 T = new int[m][n];

46 for (int i = 0; i<m; i++)

47 {

48 for (int j = 0; j<n; j++)

49 {

50 T[i][j] = 0;

51 }

52 }

53

54 As = AsMTX;

55 }
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The class resolve inquires external data to construct itself in order to perform the
methods. As we discussed in the precious sections, basically, the externally raw
data set includes conflict matrix AcMTX, student-exam enrolment matrix AsMTX, cus-
tomized exam evaluation matrix QMTX, capacity vector CAP, enrolment volume vector
nStudent, number of days nDay, number of time slots nSlot, and least attendance
rate p if applicable. All of those external data are the essential prerequisites towards
the programming system, and construct the initial variables according to specific
transferring rules. Note that matrix T is set all zeros at default. In section 4.1.3,
AsMTX, AcMTX, nStudent had already been derived, thus only the rest of the class
constructors that we may need to demonically inquire from users’ input within the
application main method in section 4.2.2.

Primary Scheduling Method

1 public int[][] resolve()

2 {

3 try

4 {

5 IloCplex CPLEX = new IloCplex();

6

7 IloIntVar [] X = CPLEX.intVarArray(m*n,0,1);

8

9 CPLEX.addMaximize (CPLEX.scalProd(X, Q));

10

11 int sumCAP = 0;

12 int sumNstudent = 0;

13

14 for(int i=0; i<nv; i++)

15 {

16 sumCAP += C[i];

17 }

18

19 for(int i=0; i<m; i++)

20 {

21 sumNstudent += N[i];

22 }

23

24 if (Arrays.stream(C).max().isPresent() && Arrays.stream(N).max().

25 isPresent())

26 {

27 if ((nv!=1 && m>n) || (Arrays.stream(C).max().getAsInt()

28 < Arrays.stream(N).max().getAsInt()) || (sumNstudent
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29 > sumCAP*nt))

30 {

31 CPLEX.end();

32 System.out.println("\n Failed to generate any Exams

33 Timetable due to unreasonable initial conditions!\n");

34 }

35 }

The programming fragment above initialized a CPLEX object by IloCplex CPLEX =

new IloCplex();, and decision variables matrix T in linear expression i.e., X where
m*n is the scalar and 0,1 indicates the binary values. Then we add an optimization
objective to it, in our research, the objective function is to maximize the dot produc-
tion of X and Q (linear form of QMTX) such that CPLEX.addMaximize (CPLEX.scal-

Prod(X, Q));. The class IloCplex implements the API through Concert Technol-
ogy and is used to create variables and constraints. The rest part of this fragment
is aimed at regulating some basic sufficient conditions where the scheduling process
may get prejudged before running the main body, that is if only multiple venues ap-
plied then the number of exams cannot be greater than that of the exam spots, i.e.,
nv!=1 && m>n; or the largest single enrolment volume could not reach the limitation
of the largest single venue capacity, i.e., stream(C).max().getAsInt() < stream-

(N).max().getAsInt(); or the total amount of enrolments could not exceed the
total amount of capacities, i.e., sumNstudent > sumCAP*nt.

Before adding any new constraint to CPLEX environment, we need to declare an
expression object ahead, such that:

IloLinearNumExpr expr_x = CPLEX.linearNumExpr();

then add all the CPLEX friendly expressions of constraints to the object expr_x

through invoking the method addTerm(a, b) where a is the decision variable’s
corresponding coefficient, and b is the decision variable itself, the method is to
create a linear dot production between a(s) and b(s) sets. The enclosed step is
to add the object expr_x to the internal CPLEX optimization process by invok-
ing CPLEX.addEq(expr_x, i) where i can be any real number and the method
addEq()(=) can be replaced by addLe()(≤) or addGe()(≥) alternatively.

1 //Hard Constraint [1]: every exam must be scheduled in timetable

2 for (int i = 0; i<m; i++)
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3 {

4 IloLinearNumExpr expr_1 = CPLEX.linearNumExpr();

5

6 for (int j = 0; j<n; j++)

7 {

8 expr_1.addTerm(1, X[n*i+j]);

9 }

10

11 CPLEX.addEq(expr_1, 1);

12 }

13

14 //Hard Constraint [2]: exam(s) accommodated in the venue cannot

15 //be over its capacity

16 if (nv != 1)

17 {

18 for (int j = 0; j<n; j++)

19 {

20 IloLinearNumExpr expr_2_1 = CPLEX.linearNumExpr();

21

22 for (int i = 0; i<m; i++)

23 {

24 expr_2_1.addTerm(1, X[n*i+j]);

25 }

26

27 CPLEX.addLe(expr_2_1, 1);

28 }

29 }

30

31 for (int j = 0; j<n; j++)

32 {

33 IloLinearNumExpr expr_2_2 = CPLEX.linearNumExpr();

34

35 for (int i = 0; i<m; i++)

36 {

37 expr_2_2.addTerm(N[i], X[n*i+j]);

38 }

39

40 CPLEX.addLe(expr_2_2, U[j]);

41

42 if (m>=n)

43 {

44 CPLEX.addGe(expr_2_2, L[j]);

45 }

46 }
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According to the programming stream illustrated in Figure 3.7, the fragment above
indicates two hard constraints No.3, No.5 and two soft constraints No.6*, No.7* re-
spectively (denoted in Table 3.5). In term of the Hard Constraint [1] (No.3), for
each single exam, the sum of its linear decision variable X set upon the exam spots n
should be equal 1, shown in Eq. (4.3). Similarly, in term of the Hard Constraint [2]

(No.5, No.6*, No.7*) we can create the programming easily based on Eq. (4.4) to q.
(4.6) under the CPLEX defined class.

1 //Soft Constraints [1]-[5]:

2 Scanner inputC = new Scanner(System.in);

3

4 System.out.println("Choose additional soft constraint(s) below:\n"+

5 "[1] no back-to-back sessions during a day\n"+

6 "[2] no more than one exam per day\n" +

7 "[3] no more than one exam in consecutive two days\n"+

8 "[4] no more than two exams per day\n"+

9 "[5] no more than two exams in consecutive two days\n"+

10 "[6] none of the above");

11 int selection = inputC.nextInt();

12

13 if (selection!=6)

14 {

15 if (selection==4 || selection==5)

16 {

17 System.out.println("Append constraint [1]? (Y/N)");

18 String append = inputC.next();

19

20 if (append.equals("Y")||append.equals("YES")

21 ||append.equals("Yes")||append.equals("yes")

22 ||append.equals("y"))

23 {

24 for (int d = 0; d<nd; d++)

25 {

26 for (int t = 0; t<nl-1; t++)

27 {

28 uniCSTR(CPLEX, X, t, d, 2);

29 }

30 }

31 }else

32 {

33 for (int t = 0; t<nt; t++)//Hard Constraint [3]:every

34 //student can only take one single exam at a time

35 {

36 uniCSTR(CPLEX, X, t, 0, 1);
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37 }

38 }

39 }

40

41 switch (selection) {

42 case 1:

43 for (int d = 0; d < nd; d++) {

44 for (int t = 0; t < nl - 1; t++) {

45 uniCSTR(CPLEX, X, t, d, 2);

46 }

47 }

48 break;

49

50 case 2:

51 for (int d = 0; d < nd; d++) {

52 uniCSTR(CPLEX, X, 0, d, nl);

53

54 }

55 break;

56

57 case 3:

58 for (int d = 0; d < nd - 1; d++) {

59 uniCSTR(CPLEX, X, 0, d, nl * 2);

60 }

61 break;

62

63 case 4:

64 for (int d = 0; d < nd; d++) {

65 stuCSTR(CPLEX, X, d, 1, As);

66 }

67 break;

68

69 case 5:

70 for (int d = 0; d < nd - 1; d++) {

71 stuCSTR(CPLEX, X, d, 2, As);

72 }

73 break;

74

75 default:

76 throw new IllegalStateException("Unexpected value:

77 " + selection);

78 }

79 }

80 else

81 {
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82 for (int t = 0; t<nt; t++)//Hard Constraint [3]: every student

83 //can only take one single exam at a time

84 {

85 uniCSTR(CPLEX, X, t, 0, 1);

86 }

87 }

This programming fragment above indicates the additional constraints that user can
identify according to different educational settings. Firstly, the system needs to
get instructed which of the following listed soft constraint(s) would be applied to
the scheduling process. As the flowchart illustrated in Figure 3.7, if none of the
constraints selected, then Hard Constraint [3], i.e., No.4, will be appended to
enclose the constraints’ inputs towards CPLEX based on Eq. (4.7). What’s more, if
Soft Constraint [4] or [5], i.e., No.11, No.12, is selected, except for proceeding
with its own constraint, the scheduling process is further required to know whether
Soft Constraint [1] ,i.e., No.8, is appended as user’s preference or not since Soft

Constraint [1] is not subject to either Soft Constraint [4] or [5]. If it is
appended, then the additional Eq. (4.8) will be implemented, or Hard Constraint

[3] again will be appended to enclose the scheduling decisions.

After dealing with some tricky programming in the stream, the cases about those
additional constraints will be alternatively switched to run with respect to the user’s
selection, and the corresponding constraint expressions are previously formalized
already on Eq. (4.8) to Eq. (4.12). The specific methods of encapsulated CPLEX
models will be demonstrated in the following two subsections.

1 if (CPLEX.solve())

2 {

3 CPLEX.output().println("\nScheduling Status: " + CPLEX.getStatus() +

4 "Total Performance = " + CPLEX.getObjValue() + "\n" +

5 "Number of Students = " + As.length + "\n" +

6 "Number of Exams = " + As[0].length + "\n" +

7 "Total Enrollment = " + sumNstudent + "\n" +

8 "Number of Exam Spots = " + n);

9

10 double[] val = CPLEX.getValues(X);

11

12 for (int j = 0; j<m*n; j++)

13 {

14 T[j/n][j%n] = (int) val[j];

15 }
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16

17 CPLEX.end();

18 }

19 else

20 {

21 CPLEX.end();

22 System.out.println("\nFailed to generate any Exam Timetable

23 due to overload of requirements!\n");

24 }

25 }

26

27 catch (IloException e)

28 {

29 System.err.println("Concert exception" + e + " caught");

30 }

31

32 return T;

33 }

Above is the last programming fragment of the entire primary scheduling method.
After setting up the circumstance and adding all the constraints as well as the ob-
jective function and decision variables into CPLEX, the methodCPLEX.solve() can
now be invoked to solve the scheduling problem based on the CPLEX optimization
engine. If the scheduling problem is executable, we get obtain the optimized to-
tal performance and optimization status through methodCPLEX.getObjValue and
CPLEX.getStatus, meanwhile we can query other useful indicators regarded as the
measuring references, i.e., number of students, exams, exam spots, and total enrol-
ment. The last but not the least step is to retrieve the decision variables’ values
linearly, such that:

double[] val = CPLEX.getValues(X);

and convert the linear expression X back into the matrix T which is also one of the
optimal exam timetables in an alternative format. The return result of this entire
primary scheduling method is the matrix T in the end.

Two Invoked Methods

Since all of the hard and soft constraints are properly placed, the rest of the work
is to invoke two different encapsulated methods that are already used within the
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method resolve() of the same class GRACAR_CPLEX.

1 private void uniCSTR(IloCplex CPLEX, IloIntVar[] x, int t, int d, int l)

2 throws IloException

3 {

4 int[] index = new int[m*nv*l];

5 int indexCounter = 0;

6

7 for (int i = 0; i<m*n; i++)

8 {

9 for (int k = 0; k<nv*l; k++)

10 {

11 if (i%n==(t+d*nl)*nv+k)

12 {

13 index[indexCounter] = i;

14 indexCounter++;

15 }

16 }

17 }

18

19 for (int i = 0; i<m*m; i++)

20 {

21 int r = i/m;

22 int c = i%m;

23

24 if (Ac[i]==1)

25 {

26 IloLinearNumExpr expr_uni = CPLEX.linearNumExpr();

27

28 for (int k = 0; k<nv*l; k++)

29 {

30 expr_uni.addTerm(1, x[index[r*nv*l+k]]);

31 expr_uni.addTerm(1, x[index[c*nv*l+k]]);

32 }

33

34 CPLEX.addLe(expr_uni,1);

35 }

36 }

37 }

The method uniCSTR() is an unified solution to all of the exam-oriented constraints,
and it is built with some essential variable constructors, i.e., object of the class,
decision variable set, index of the time slot, index of the day, range of the venue
set. The first two constructors are all the same to the cases, i.e., No.4, No.8, No.9,
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No.10, within the method resolve(), while the rest vary depending on the specific
constraint setting.

The main idea of the above algorithm is to index all of the involved elements in the
group g to a linear numeral expression.

Figure 4.2: Sample of Indexing Rule

For example, uniCSTR(CPLEX, X, 2, 0, 2) indicates that the indexing action takes
place from the second time slot (t1) of the first day (d0) of the first exam (i0) and
extends the range horizontally to another two venue sets and returns to t1 again but
of the next exam until all are indexed, the sample indexing pattern is illustrated in
Figure 4.2.

After indexing the group of participated elements under a certain range of time-
line, the following algorithm is further implemented to query the pairs of mutually
conflicting agents from the linear conflict set Ac, and each conflicting pair then will
be added into the CPLEX built-in methods and optimized within the previously
denoted range of timeline, afterwards we compare the linear expression against the
identified value, i.e., digit 1 in our cases. The algorithm needs to check through all
the conflicting pairs before completing the iteration. As to the specific explanations,
e.g., case 1 in method resolve(), that is:

case 1:

for (int d = 0; d < nd; d++)

{

for (int t = 0; t < nl - 1; t++)

{

uniCSTR(CPLEX, X, t, d, 2);
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}

}

break;

which indicates that starting from the first day of the exam session, for each time slot
as long as it is no more than the total number of time lots subtracted 1, then under
the circumstance of object CPLEX and variables set X, each conflicting pair of exams
can not be concurrently assigned within both the time slot t and following time
slot t+1, that’s to say, no back-to-back exams are assigned to each single students,
the corresponding problem expression in the CPLEX friendly x-ILP is formalized
in Eq. (4.8). Note that this constraint has been actually extended to override the
Hard Constraint [3] since it is slightly different from the preciously formalized
expression in Eq. (4.8) which is purely for the back-to-back case, this one in the
programmming additionally regulates the conflicting pair considering both of the
two time slot ranges merged at the same time but not separately, thus if case 1

is selected, then nothing else needs to be enclosed. The rest of the cases invoking
the exam-oriented uniCSTR() method have similar properties as case 1 and we
can refer to the CPLEX friendly x-ILP expressions in the previous section to easily
comprehend the CPLEX programming models in detail.

1 private void stuCSTR(IloCplex CPLEX, IloIntVar[] x, int d, int l,

2 int[][]AsMTX) throws IloException

3 {

4 int[] index = new int[m*nv*nl*l];

5 int indexCounter = 0;

6

7 for (int i = 0; i<m*n; i++)

8 {

9 for (int k = 0; k<nv*nl*l; k++)

10 {

11 if (i%n==d*nv*nl+k)

12 {

13 index[indexCounter] = i;

14 indexCounter++;

15 }

16 }

17 }

18

19 for (int[] asMTX : AsMTX)

20 {

21 IloLinearNumExpr expr_stu = CPLEX.linearNumExpr();

22

23 for (int j = 0; j<AsMTX[0].length; j++)
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24 {

25 if (asMTX[j]==1)

26 {

27 for (int k = 0; k<nv*nl*l; k++)

28 {

29 expr_stu.addTerm(1, x[index[j*nv*nl*l+k]]);

30 }

31 }

32 }

33

34 CPLEX.addLe(expr_stu, 2);

35 }

36 }

The method stuCSTR() is an unified solution to all of the student-oriented con-
straints, and it is built with some essential variable constructors, i.e., object of the
class, decision variable set, index of the day, range of the venue set, student-exam
enrolment matrix. The first two constructors are all the same to the case 4 and
case 5 in the method resolve(), while the rest vary depending on the specific
constraint setting.

Similarly, the main algorithm above is to index the decision variables in a linear
numeral expression, because those two student-oriented cases are related to the day
range to the extent, so the indexing programming is a little bit different from the
previous one but the indexing rule is exactly the same. The second part of the
algorithm indicates that for each student in matrix asMTX, it checks through all
the exams and queries the enrolled ones which then will be added to the CPLEX
built-in methods and regulates the accumulative expressions less than 2 as identified,
the algorithm needs to repeat the iteration for every students before enclosing the
method. As to the specific explanation, e.g., case 5 in method resolve, that is:

case 5:

for (int d = 0; d < nd - 1; d++)

{

stuCSTR(CPLEX, X, d, 2, As);

}

break;

which indicates that starting from the first day of the exam session to the second
last day, under the circumstance of object CPLEX and variables set X, the enrolled
exams of matrix AsMTX for each student can not be concurrently assigned within both
the day d and its following day d+1, that’s to say, there will be no more than two
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exams assigned in consecutive two days for each student, the corresponding problem
expression in CPLEX friendly x-ILP is formalized in Eq. (4.12). The other student-
oriented case invoking the stuCSTR() method have similar property as case 5 and
we can refer to the description of Eq. (4.11) and Eq. (3.18) for explanation.

4.2.2 Application Stream in Main Method

The main method of this application is denoted as GRACAR, within which some of the
external methods will be invoked and other essential examination scheduling factors
such as the customized exams evaluation matrix QMTX, venue capacity set C will be
obtained from a user’s input to meet up the constructors of class GRACAR_CPLEX,
afterwards the scheduling outcomes (if applicable) will be written to the files in
certain ways.

Internal and External Input Stream

1 import java.io.BufferedWriter;

2 import java.io.File;

3 import java.io.FileWriter;

4 import java.io.IOException;

5 import java.text.DecimalFormat;

6 import java.text.Format;

7 import java.util.ArrayList;

8 import java.util.List;

9 import java.util.Scanner;

10

11 public class GRACAR

12 {

13 public static void main(String[] args)

14 {

15 CSV DataSet = new CSV();

16 int[][]AsMTX = DataSet.CSVReader();

17

18 Preprocess transData = new Preprocess();

19 int[][]AcMTX = transData.getConflictMTX(AsMTX);

20 int[]nStudent = transData.getNStudent(AsMTX);

21

22 Scanner initial = new Scanner(System.in);

23

24 System.out.println("Please enter number of days:");

25 int nDay = initial.nextInt();
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26

27 System.out.println("Please enter number of time slots per day:");

28 int nSlot = initial.nextInt();

First of all, this programming fragment indicates some essential Java packages such
as the BufferedWriter, ArrayList, etc., that are required to be loaded prior to the
main program. Under the main method of the class GRACAR, the student-exam enrol-
ment matrix AsMTX can be obtained by invoking the external method CSVReader(),
the exam conflict matrix AcMTX and enrolment volume set nStudent can be obtained
by invoking the external methods getConflictMTX() and getNStudent() respec-
tively based on the constructor AsMTX, the number of days and time slots per day
can be directly acquired from a user’s input.

1 System.out.println("Please enter venue(s) capacity in array: ");

2 List<Integer> C = new ArrayList<>();

3

4 while (initial.hasNextInt())

5 {

6 int c = initial.nextInt();

7 C.add(c);

8 }

9

10 int [] CAP = new int[C.size()];

11

12 for (int i = 0; i<C.size(); i++)

13 {

14 CAP[i] = C.get(i);

15 }

16

17 Scanner rate = new Scanner(System.in);

18 System.out.println("Please enter utilization rate: ");

19 double utlzRate = rate.nextDouble();

This programming fragment above is aimed at obtaining a set of venues, i.e., CAP,
and acquire the least attendance rate utlzRate from user’s dynamical input.

1 int m = AcMTX.length;

2 int l = CAP.length;

3 int n = nDay*nSlot*l;

4

5 //customize qualification matrix
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6 double [][] QMTX = new double[m][n];

7

8 for (int i = 0; i<m; i++)

9 {

10 for (int j = 0; j<n; j++)

11 {

12 QMTX[i][j] = 0.50; //default value 50% assigned to the timetable

13 }

14 }

15

16 Scanner inputQ = new Scanner(System.in);

17

18 System.out.println("Add qualification to specific exams? (Y/N)");

19 String answer = inputQ.next();

20

21 if (answer.equals("Y")||answer.equals("YES")||answer.equals("Yes")

22 ||answer.equals("yes")||answer.equals("y"))

23 {

24 do {

25 System.out.println("Please enter the index of exam:");

26 int indexExm = inputQ.nextInt();

27

28 System.out.println("Please choose one of the preferences :\n"+

29 "[1] specific date\n"+

30 "[2] specific time slot per day\n"+

31 "[3] specific time slot\n"+

32 "[4] specific venue per time slot per day\n"+

33 "[5] specific exam spot\n"+

34 "Hint: enter the corresponding index number only.");

35 int caseNum = inputQ.nextInt();

36

37 switch (caseNum) {

38 case 1 -> {

39 System.out.println("Please enter the index of date:");

40 int indxDay = inputQ.nextInt();

41 System.out.println("Please enter the weight:\n");

42 double weight_1 = inputQ.nextDouble();

43 for (int t = indxDay*l*nSlot; t < indxDay*l*nSlot

44 + l*nSlot; t++) {

45 QMTX[indexExm][t] = weight_1;

46 }

47 }

48 case 2 -> {

49 System.out.println("Please enter the index of

50 time slot per day:");
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51 int indxSlot = inputQ.nextInt();

52 System.out.println("Please enter the weight:\n");

53 double weight_2 = inputQ.nextDouble();

54 for (int d = 0; d < nDay; d++) {

55 for (int t = indxSlot*l; t < indxSlot*l + l; t++)

56 {

57 QMTX[indexExm][t + d*l*nSlot] = weight_2;

58 }

59 }

60 }

61 case 3 -> {

62 System.out.println("Please enter the index of particular

63 time slot of the timetable:");

64 int indxSlotP = inputQ.nextInt();

65 System.out.println("Please enter the weight:\n");

66 double weight_3 = inputQ.nextDouble();

67 for (int t = indxSlotP*l; t < indxSlotP*l + l; t++)

68 {

69 QMTX[indexExm][t] = weight_3;

70 }

71 }

72 case 4 -> {

73 System.out.println("Please enter the index of venue

74 in the group:");

75 int indexVenue = inputQ.nextInt();

76 System.out.println("Please enter the weight:\n");

77 double weight_4

78 = inputQ.nextDouble();

79 for (int d = 0; d < nDay; d++) {

80 for (int t = 0; t < nSlot; t++) {

81 QMTX[indexExm][indexVenue + l*t + d*l*nSlot]

82 = weight_4;

83 }

84 }

85 }

86 case 5 -> {

87 System.out.println("Please enter the index of particular

88 exam spot:");

89 int indxSpot = inputQ.nextInt();

90 System.out.println("Please enter the weight:\n");

91 double weight_5 = inputQ.nextDouble();

92 QMTX[indexExm][indxSpot] = weight_5;

93 }

94 default -> throw new IllegalStateException("Unexpected

95 value: " + caseNum);
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96 }

97

98 System.out.println("Evaluate another exam? (Y/N)");

99 answer = inputQ.next();

100

101 } while (answer.equals("Y")||answer.equals("YES")

102 ||answer.equals("Yes")||answer.equals("yes")||answer.equals("y"));

103 }

This part in the main method is designed to create a customized evaluation matrix
QMTX which will be used as the coefficient of decision variables (dot production)
towards the CPLEX objective function. Before assigning values to the matrix, as
discussed in the previous chapter, we need to set all the entries of it the value 0.5 as
default. After that, it should be determined whether to modify the entries or not,
and if not, then the programming of creating QMTX will be enclosed. According to
the conditions we discussed about the evaluation matrix Q on Page 13, there are
several alternatives we can choose to completely customize the matrix. The main
preferences listed in this programming can be repeatedly employed to every single
exam, and the five alternative programming cases are designed to respectively assign
the specific weight to intent exam spot(s), and loop the algorithm if another exam
is meant to be evaluated as well.

Output Stream in Certain Ways

1 try

2 {

3 long t1 = System.nanoTime();

4

5 GRACAR_CPLEX Schedule= new GRACAR_CPLEX(AcMTX, nDay, nSlot,

6 nStudent, CAP, QMTX, AsMTX,utlzRate);

7 int[][] T = Schedule.resolve();

8

9 long t2 = System.nanoTime();

10 double diff = (double)(t2-t1)/1000000;

11 System.out.println("Time Cost = " + diff + " ms");

In term of the output part of this programming stream in the main method, the very
important step is to create an object from class GRACAR_CPLEX and meanwhile put all
of the required class constructors into it so that the optimized decision variable matrix
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T would be finally obtained by invoking the class method resolve. Additionally, the
real time cost of running the CPLEX optimization process is being monitored at the
same time.

1 BufferedWriter csvWriter = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter

2 ((new File("output", "Result.csv")), true));

3 BufferedWriter csvWriter_1 = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter

4 ((new File("output", "Enrollment.csv")), true));

5 BufferedWriter csvWriter_2 = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter

6 ((new File("output", "Conflict.csv")), true));

7 BufferedWriter csvWriter_3 = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter

8 ((new File("output", "Volume.csv")), true));

9 BufferedWriter csvWriter_4 = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter

10 ((new File("output", "Qualification.csv")), true));

11 BufferedWriter csvWriter_5 = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter

12 ((new File("output", "Timetable.csv")), true));

13 BufferedWriter csvWriter_6 = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter

14 ((new File("output", "CapBound.csv")), true));

15

16 for (int[] t : T)

17 {

18 for (int j = 0; j < T[0].length; j++)

19 {

20 csvWriter.write(t[j] + ",");

21 }

22 csvWriter.write("\n");

23 }

24

25 for (int[] as : AsMTX)

26 {

27 for (int j = 0; j < AsMTX[0].length; j++)

28 {

29 csvWriter_1.write(as[j] + ",");

30 }

31 csvWriter_1.write("\n");

32 }

33

34 for (int[] ac : AcMTX)

35 {

36 for (int j = 0; j < AcMTX[0].length; j++)

37 {

38 csvWriter_2.write(ac[j] + ",");

39 }

40 csvWriter_2.write("\n");

41 }
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42

43 for (int stu : nStudent)

44 {

45 csvWriter_3.write(stu + "\n");

46 }

47

48 for (double[] q : QMTX)

49 {

50 for (int j = 0; j < QMTX[0].length; j++)

51 {

52 csvWriter_4.write(q[j] + ",");

53 }

54 csvWriter_4.write("\n");

55 }

56

57 for (int j = 0; j < T[0].length; j++)

58 {

59 for (int i = 0; i<T.length;i++)

60 {

61 if (T[i][j] == 1)

62 {

63 csvWriter_5.write(i + ",");

64 }

65 }

66 csvWriter_5.write("\n");

67 }

68

69 for (int i = 0; i<n; i++)

70 {

71 csvWriter_6.write(CAP[i%l] + ",");

72 csvWriter_6.write((int) Math.ceil(CAP[i%l]*utlzRate) + "\n");

73 }

74

75 csvWriter.flush(); csvWriter.close();

76 csvWriter_1.flush(); csvWriter_1.close();

77 csvWriter_2.flush(); csvWriter_2.close();

78 csvWriter_3.flush(); csvWriter_3.close();

79 csvWriter_4.flush(); csvWriter_4.close();

80 csvWriter_5.flush(); csvWriter_5.close();

81 csvWriter_6.flush(); csvWriter_6.close();

82 }

83 catch (IOException e)

84 {

85 e.printStackTrace();

86 }
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The above output stream is mainly designed to convert the outcomes into .csv

readable formats so as to be written to the external files as references. Firstly, we
need to create the objects respectively from the class BufferedWriter, meanwhile to
generate external files correspondingly under identified root path. In this application,
there are seven categories of outcomes, i.e.,

• decision variable matrix (...\output\Result.csv),

• student-exam enrolment matrix (...\output\Enrollment.csv),

• exam conflict matrix (...\output\Conflict.csv),

• enrolment volume set (...\output\Volume.csv),

• exam evaluation matrix (...\output\Qualification.csv),

• final exam timetable (...\output\Timetable.csv),

• capacity boundary sets (...\output\CapBound.csv),

that we may need to record as further references, and the file Timetable alone is
the final optimal objective towards the examination scheduling problem of post-
secondary educational settings. Since after creating the objects, all of the outcomes
will be written into their corresponding .csv files in a matrix-alike form, except the
file Timetable where we only need to convert the binary value 1s of the matrix T

back to the indices of exams and group any of them with the same period along the
timeline, and leave the value 0s in void. The visual expression of the outcomes will
be illustrated in Section 4.3.

1 int counter = 0;

2 Format df = new DecimalFormat("0.00");

3 for (int i = 0; i<m; i++)

4 {

5 for (int j = i+1; j<m; j++)

6 {

7 if (AcMTX[i][j] == 1)

8 {

9 counter++;

10 }

11 }

12 }

13 System.out.println("Density = "

14 + df.format((double)(counter*2)/(m*m)) + "\n");

15 }}
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The last part of the main method is aimed at calculating the density d of the conflict
matrix AcMTX according to the Eq. (3.1), and it is one of the important indicators
against the scheduling complexity.
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4.3 Outcomes Representation

After the scheduling process has been properly implemented, the outcomes are yet
intuitive to be presented to the users. Since this research is proposed to facilitate the
scheduling optimization of the exam timetable for educational administrators, there-
fore the outcomes representation will be mainly designed upon the administrative
view rather than individual students’ view.

As the sample shown in Figure 3.5 from RMIT university, it is one of the alternative
tables to present the examination information on course-oriented basis, and users
can sort the fields as per request. In this research, a more intuitive form is adopted
to generate an information table on timeline basis instead.

Below is a randomly generated sample result of the data written in the file Time-

table.csv, such as:

1 41 22 42 13

2 12 36 50 26 1 34 28 49 35 20

3 32 48 29

4 38 3 10 33 16 37 5 8 43

5 45 9 24 44 25 47 31

6 21 46 6 15 17

7 14 27

8 40 19 11 23 30 4

9 18 39 7 2

Each record of the file stands for the indices of exams taking place at the same period.
If only one venue is utilized to accommodate the exam session, then the numeral lines
indicate the different time slots along the timeline. E.g., there are 3 time slots, the
morning, afternoon and evening, per day to conduct the exam session, therefore we
can figure out the timetable from the records, such that there are 3 days in total of
the 50 exams, and 4 courses i.e., index 41, 22, 42, 13, would be examined in the first
day morning, 5 courses i.e., index 21, 46, 6, 15, 17, would be examined in the second
evening, and so on.

However, if more than one venues are utilized, then the data form above is not
applicable since we restricted the situation where there will only be one exam assigned
to each single exam spot at a time, thus the file Timetable.csv should be generated
like this:
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1 9

2 16

3 44

4 36

5 21

6 45

7 4

8 41

9 12

10 ...

E.g., there are 2 venues and 3 time slots per day to conduct the exam session, then
the first six lines belong to the session of the first day within which index 9 and
16 are grouped to its first time slot, index 33 and 36 the second, and so on. We
can see that each exam spot (the minimum timeline unit) can only accommodates
one single exam, and the algorithms of project application have already covered this
consideration.

Let’s continue the above case where multiple venues are employed, the user-friendly
exam timetable is properly designed according to the sample data stored in the file
Timetable.csv, shown in Table 4.3. Since most post-secondary institutions usually
adopt a centralized venue to gather students to take the tests in practical educa-
tional settings, therefore the exam timetable represented in this proposed way has
significant advantage to the intuition, and we will also use this result representation
to illustrate the case studies later on.

Besides that, all of the other incidental parameters output from the programming
application are either stored in a specific folder or generated within the application’s
running threads, and are held to get further referred whenever necessary.
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Table 4.3: Template of User-Friendly Exam Timetable

Day 1

Volume Morning Afternoon Evening

1 Course 41 Course 12 Course 32
2 Course 22 Course 36 Course 48
3 Course 42 Course 50 Course 29
4 Course 13 Course 26
5 Course 01
6 Course 34
7 Course 28
8 Course 49
9 Course 35
10 Course 20

(a) Timetable of Day 1

Day 2

Volume Morning Afternoon Evening

1 Course 38 Course 45 Course 21
2 Course 03 Course 09 Course 46
3 Course 10 Course 24 Course 06
4 Course 33 Course 44 Course 15
5 Course 16 Course 25 Course 17
6 Course 37 Course 47
7 Course 05 Course 31
8 Course 08
9 Course 43

(b) Timetable of Day 2

Day 3

Volume Morning Afternoon Evening

1 Course 14 Course 40 Course 18
2 Course 27 Course 19 Course 39
3 Course 11 Course 07
4 Course 23 Course 02
5 Course 30
6 Course 04

(c) Timetable of Day 3
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Chapter 5

Case Studies

In the previous two chapters, the specific examination scheduling problem was prop-
erly generalized by using GRA+ methodology and a new approach to solve the x-ILP
models was also addressed. Therefore, in this chapter, we will apply some real-world
data sets to test our scheduling system and meanwhile to conduct the computational
analysis upon certain practical factors.

5.1 Case Studies With Benchmark Dataset

Typically to say, different data sets are under different initial conditions, i.e., num-
ber of days, time slots, venues, multiple constraints, etc., to start up the scheduling
process according to various educational settings. A small-sized post-secondary insti-
tution may only need a couple of days and a few medium classrooms to accommodate
a whole exam session, while large educational institutions such as most coast-to-coast
universities, however, may need several weeks or even larger timescale to test through
all the required exams with many additional policies and tricky rules. Thus, there
is no unified convention to test all of the datasets under the same input parameters
and constraints, but case by case only.

Fortunately, this research acquired many real cases from University of Toronto Bench-
mark Data [5], so that we can configure the initial conditions of the data sets refer-
ring to the practical environments. In this section, one of the benchmark data sets
(HEC92 ) will be adopted to test through the scheduling application we had built
already, and the computational analysis based on a large population will be further
studied in Section 5.2.
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5.1.1 Initial Conditions Configuration

Original Data Source

The data of case HEC92 is stored in the file hec-s-92.csv, it is a raw data simply
indicating the general student-exam information that there are 2823 students in total
across 81 courses, and each record (student) has 1 to 6 fields (courses) at large. A
small part of the original student-oriented data in the file is listed below:

204 ...

205 0040 0054

206 0029 0030 0063 0064

207 0078

208 0022 0033

209 0063 0064 0070

210 0024 0044 0049 0057

211 0076 0080 0081

212 0019 0073 0076 0081

213 0081

214 0004 0008 0011 0013

215 ...

The fragment above shows the line 205 to 214 out of 2823 records, and the correspond-
ing converted version, matrix As as request, is stored in the file Enrollment.csv

which is partly captured in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Fragment of Enrolment Matrix As(2823× 81)

Benchmark References

In 1996, Carter, Laporte and Lee [44] introduced a set of 13 real-world exam timetabling
problems from 3 Canadian highs schools, 5 Canadian, 1 American, 1 UK and 1 mid-
east universities. The benchmark settings to the case HEC92 are shown in Table
5.1, there are two developed options towards the initial configuration.
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Option 1* is the original goal to space out the conflicting exams within a limited
number of time slots, and there is no restriction either on the capacity of the rooms
or any other additional conditions [44]. To the best knowledge of the author, the best
optimized result so far is 18 time slots respecting only the primary hard constraints
described in our research.

Option 2* was proposed in the literature [2], and emphasized an additional soft
constraints, i.e., no back-to-back exams, in addition to a limited number of venues
and the corresponding capacities, i.e., one venue and 1500 spots, meanwhile the
literature set up 19 days and 3 time slots per day as presumption to schedule out an
optimized timetable.

Table 5.1: Configuration References of Benchmark Dataset

HEC92 Benchmark Setting

Condition Option 1* Option 2*

objective minimum number of time slots avoid exams congestion
number of days N/A 19
number of time slots 18 3
number of venues unlimited 1
capacities unlimited 1500
constraints hard constraints only no back-to-back exam

Enhanced Initial Conditions

In light of the new approach proposed in this research to solve such an examination
scheduling problem based on the advanced GRA+ methodology, we could be full
of academic confidence to test our optimization scheduling system with harder re-
strictions against the literature results towards the case HEC92 of benchmark data
sets.

According to the two options of reference configuration, first of all, the following case
studies will respectively test our models with correspondence to those two condition
settings. The enhanced initial conditions are summarized in Table 5.2.

Furthermore, the case studies will take advantage of the specific features of our
problem models to test the scheduling system under more restricted but practical
conditions in Option 3. The advanced configuration to the case HEC92 is shown
in Table 5.3. Note that the items in Figure 5.4 were randomly made up, also for a
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Table 5.2: Enhanced Configuration I of Benchmark Dataset

HEC92 Enhanced Scheduling Setting

Condition Option 3 Option 4

objective minimum number of time slots avoid exams congestion
number of days N/A 18
number of time slots 17 3
number of venues unlimited 1
capacities unlimited 1000
additional constraints hard constraints only no back-to-back exam

view of generalization, several random tests towards case HEC92 will be conducted
in Section 5.2.

Table 5.3: Enhanced Configuration II of Benchmark Dataset

HEC92 Enhanced Scheduling Setting (continued)

Condition Option 5

objective maximum overall performance
number of days 18
number of time slots 3
number of venues 1
capacities 1000
additional constraints shown in Table 5.4

Table 5.4: Additional Constraints in Table 5.3

Item Additional Constraints
1 least attendance rate is 10%
2 exam #23 must be happened in day #15
3 exam #67 cannot be assigned to the last time slot of everyday
4 exam #80 is preferred to be assigned to the first time of day #4
5 no back-to-back sessions during a day

Note that the number named after object # stands for its index number starting from 0.

Now we can clearly see that Option 5 is far more complicated than the other four
conditions, since it is aimed at maximizing the total timetable performance respecting
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all the additional constraints in addition to the hard constraints. If the Option 5
could be properly solved in such a tolerant computational time, then Option 4 would
not be a case at all, in other words, Option 5 overrides Option 4 and Option 2 upon
the same setup environment. Therefore, next subsection will mainly focus on the
solutions to Option 3 and 5 respectively.

5.1.2 Benchmark Dataset Testing

The application interacting threads in console is designed as below in Figure 5.2, we
can see that the basic system interface can enable users to input values to built up the
initial configurations of the examination scheduling application, the corresponding
flowchart is illustrated in Figure 3.7.

After importing an original data source file, e.g., hec-s-92.csv from external, as
well as going through all of the input threads of system interface in our studies, the
scheduling process will be running under the CPLEX optimization environment. No
matter how we customize the input parameters and constraint categories, and regard-
less if the final optimized result could be obtained, some other incidental information
will always be generated and written to the files.

General Exported Data

Since the original data source had been converted to the standard matrix As (Figure
5.1), the exam conflict matrix Ac will then be obtained after running the application,
Figure 5.3 shows the Ac of the benchmark case HEC92, it is an 81× 81 matrix. For
a better vision-friendly presentation, a corresponding simplified graph is designed in
Figure 5.4. Because Ac is symmetric along the diagonal, that means each pair of
exams are mutually conflicted, so the algorithms are designed to only generate an
upper matrix in order to decrease the computational time of checking through Ac in
half. The density of Ac of HEC92 is 0.42, which is calculated from the system.
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Figure 5.2: Screenshot of Application Running for Case Option 5
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Figure 5.3: Exam Conflict Matrix Ac of HEC92
81× 81, d = 0.42

The enrolment volume set N is written to the file Volume.csv, and the N of HEC92
is shown as below. It indicates that there are 81 exams in the list and each number
stands for the enrolment volume for its corresponding exam, and the total enrolment
is 10632.

N = [367 469 245 579 207 454 102 61 32 205 573 257 634 120 59 71 275 35 289 141

187 197 273 210 169 69 272 127 48 251 114 154 129 127 30 76 66 78 59 69 54

29 7 44 55 65 78 24 61 43 69 58 47 109 67 83 55 54 56 52 41 28 46 35 13 105

16 45 86 73 28 26 196 75 152 158 105 81 84 117 132]

↪→

↪→

↪→
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Figure 5.4: Simplified Graph of Figure 5.3
81× 81, d = 0.42

Testing Condition of Option 3

In terms of the conditions listed in Option 3, since the objective is to minimize
the number of time slots while our examination scheduling models are designed to
maximize the overall exam timetable performance, thus we only need to measure
the number of time slots of the benchmark set up by ignoring the exam evaluation
factor, matrix Q, besides that we can simply set the timescale either nd = 1, nt = 17
or nd = 17, nt = 1 with no difference, and set the venue nv = 1 and capacity
C[0] = 10632+, which is more than the total enrolment volume 10632 in order
to make this condition void. There is no additional constraint appended to the
scheduling process. After setting up the above configuration, the scheduling problem
is subject and identical to the benchmark condition with only one time slot less,
furthermore we will test our models to figure out if fewer time slots could even
schedule a optimized result or not by only alternating the timescale to 16 or less.
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Testing Condition of Option 5

In terms of the conditions listed in Option 5, they are the enhanced constraints which
are particularly proposed from our research. The condition of Option 4 is subject
to Option 5, because its objective is only aimed at avoiding any exams congestion
which means that we still need to ignore the matrix Q and add only one additional
constraint as indicated, meanwhile we try to set the number of days one day less
and the capacity 500 hundred spots less than the benchmark condition of Option
2. Based on the configuration in Option 4, Option 5 is appended more tricky and
restricted constraints shown in Table 5.4, and the scheduling objective is not only
to avoid any exams congestion but also to maximize the overall performance σ to
obtain an optimal result.

After Option 5 is applied, then the total exam spots n = 54 (also the time slot
nt = 54 since nv = 1) and the evaluation 81 × 54 matrix Q is written into the file
Qualification.csv, such that:

#23 [0.50, · · · , 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 0.50, · · · ]
#67 [0.50, 0.50, 0.00, 0.50, 0.50, 0.00, · · · , 0.50, 0.50, 0.00]
#80 [0.50, · · · , 0.75, 0.50, · · · ]

where record #23 has the entries 1s in field #46, #47, #48, record #67 has the
entries 0s in every other three fields starting from the 3rd field, record #80 has the
entry 0.75 in field #12, and the number named after the object # is the index of
column and row starting from 0.

The capacity boundary sets including the upper bound set 54 vector U and low
bound set 54 vector L are also written into the file CapBound.csv.

U = [1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000]

↪→

↪→

↪→

L = [100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100]

↪→

↪→
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5.1.3 Results

Testing Result of Option 3

After running the scheduling process under the conditions of Option 3 for the bench-
mark data set HEC92, an optimized result is successfully obtained within only 17
time slots which cut 1 time slot less than the benchmark reference, i.e., Option 1,
in the literature. However, another trail of testing our models with 16 time slots
failed, the processing time is only 0.52s and the system indicated there is no optimal
solution figured out to such scheduling constraints, hence we might predicate that
the optimal solution to HEC92 regarding to the benchmark objective, i.e., minimum
number of time slots in addition to the hard constraints, is 17 time slots.

The optimal result with respect to 17 time slots is written to the file Timetable,
such that:

1 18,50,60,

2 3,31,33,41,70,

3 29,37,42,47,66,72,

4 4,19,55,71,

5 2,27,28,40,56,

6 5,7,25,49,63,65,

7 15,17,30,54,80,

8 1,20,67,75,

9 10,32,51,69,

10 22,44,58,62,76,

11 0,21,34,43,77,

12 12,48,53,59,78,

13 6,23,36,57,73,

14 11,13,14,39,46,64,74,

15 16,35,38,61,79,

16 9,26,52,68,

17 8,24,45,

And an user-friendly corresponding exam timetable is designed in Table 5.5. The
total performance of the optimal exam timetable is 40.5, which is actually the sum of
the default evaluation values of all the assigned decision variables. The computational
time cost is 1.89 sec.
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Table 5.5: Exam Timetable of HEC92 in Option 3

Volume Slot 01 Slot 02 Slot 03 Slot 04 Slot 05 Slot 06

1 Exam 18 Exam 03 Exam 29 Exam 04 Exam 02 Exam 05
2 Exam 50 Exam 31 Exam 37 Exam 19 Exam 27 Exam 07
3 Exam 60 Exam 33 Exam 42 Exam 55 Exam 28 Exam 25
4 Exam 41 Exam 47 Exam 71 Exam 40 Exam 49
5 Exam 70 Exam 66 Exam 56 Exam 63
6 Exam 72 Exam 65

(a) 1/3

Volume Slot 07 Slot 08 Slot 09 Slot 10 Slot 11 Slot 12

1 Exam 15 Exam 01 Exam 10 Exam 22 Exam 00 Exam 12
2 Exam 17 Exam 20 Exam 32 Exam 44 Exam 21 Exam 48
3 Exam 30 Exam 67 Exam 51 Exam 58 Exam 34 Exam 53
4 Exam 54 Exam 75 Exam 69 Exam 62 Exam 43 Exam 59
5 Exam 80 Exam 76 Exam 77 Exam 78

(b) 2/3

Volume Slot 13 Slot 14 Slot 15 Slot 16 Slot 17

1 Exam 06 Exam 11 Exam 16 Exam 09 Exam 08
2 Exam 23 Exam 13 Exam 35 Exam 26 Exam 24
3 Exam 36 Exam 14 Exam 38 Exam 52 Exam 45
4 Exam 57 Exam 39 Exam 61 Exam 68
5 Exam 73 Exam 46 Exam 79
6 Exam 64
7 Exam 74

(c) 3/3

Testing Result of Option 5

Regarding the scheduling process under the conditions of Option 5, an optimized
result is also successfully produced with far more restricted constraints overriding
the conditions of Option 4 and Option 2. Therefore we can assert that this research
has figured out a better approach to significantly improve the scheduling optimization
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towards broad exam timetabling issues superior to most works of literature as the
author might know.

The optimal outcome data of HEC92 is written to the file Timetable, and the corre-
sponding user-friendly exam timetable is shown in Table 5.6. The total performance
of this optimal scheduling solution is 41.25, and the computational time cost is 15.08
sec.

Results Verification

Since it’s been proved that GRA+ is the sub-problem of x-ILP problem which is
NP-complete, so we can affirm that the examination scheduling problem is at least
not in the NP-hard scope, which means that human can be not that difficult to verify
the results within polynomial time.

According to the constraints in Table 5.3, we can easily see that the optimal exam
timetable completely complies with the requirements, i.e., number of days, time slots
and venue. As to the capacity, we only need to sum up all of the exams whichever are
at the same exam spot (also time slot in this case) and calculate the total enrolment
volume for each single exam spot. In this case, all of the spot enrolments are not
over 1000, meanwhile all of the values are larger than 100 that is subject to the least
attendance rate p = 0.1.

Besides that, we notice that exam #23 in Figure 5.6f is assigned in Day 16, Slot
1 which meets the initial configuration we set up (day #15 is denoted as Day 16).
Exam #67 in Figure 5.6b is assigned in Day 4, Slot 1, it successfully avoided any
Slot 3 of the timetable. Exam #80 is preferred but not mandatory to be assigned to
Day 5, however Figure 5.6b indicates that exam #80 is assigned in Day 5 , Slot 1,
so we can be fully convinced that CPLEX engine is able to maximize the objective
function to an optimal status as possible. From the perspective of the performance
value in this case, since we customized Q by altering the exam spot entries for exam
#23, #67, #80, thus the value 41.25 also indicates that all of those 3 exams are
considered by the optimization process, such that both of the rating assigned (exam
#23) and preferred(exam #80) were successfully assigned to the intent exam spots
while the rating excluded (exam #67) avoided them in the meantime, and the rest
assigned variables T [i, j]s are in the default spots. That is:

1× 1 + 1× 0.5 + 1× 0.75 + (81− 3)× 0.5 = 41.25

To the only soft constraint, i.e., no back-to-back exams, we can verify the results by
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Table 5.6: Exam Timetable of HEC92 in Option 5

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

Volume Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3

1 Exam 30 Exam 17 Exam 32 Exam 05 Exam 54 Exam 10 Exam 53 Exam 11 Exam 43
2 Exam 55 Exam 63 Exam 59
3 Exam 78

(a) 1/6

Day 4 Day 5 Day 6

Volume Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3

1 Exam 15 Exam 42 Exam 24 Exam 80 Exam 34 Exam 09 Exam 06 Exam 08 Exam 16
2 Exam 67 Exam 76 Exam 52 Exam 68
3 Exam 71

(b) 2/6

Day 7 Day 8 Day 9

Volume Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3

1 Exam 79 Exam 28 Exam 48 Exam 25 Exam 04 Exam 13 Exam 65 Exam 33 Exam 61
2 Exam 36 Exam 75 Exam 60 Exam 70 Exam 73

(c) 3/6

Day 10 Day 11 Day 12

Volume Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3

1 Exam 27 Exam 39 Exam 00 Exam 07 Exam 31 Exam 12 Exam 03 Exam 49 Exam 21
2 Exam 47 Exam 51 Exam 69 Exam 77
3 Exam 66

(d) 4/6

Day 13 Day 14 Day 15

Volume Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3

1 Exam 20 Exam 74 Exam 29 Exam 40 Exam 26 Exam 35 Exam 72 Exam 41 Exam 18
2 Exam 56 Exam 38 Exam 50
3 Exam 64

(e) 5/6

Day 16 Day 17 Day 18

Volume Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3

1 Exam 23 Exam 58 Exam 22 Exam 19 Exam 02 Exam 44 Exam 37 Exam 01 Exam 14
2 Exam 62 Exam 57 Exam 46 Exam 45

(f) 6/6
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referring to the original student-exam enrolment matrix As in the sight of student-
oriented view, and it is worth mentioning that this research had already verified all of
the students across the common exams and confirms that this timetable completely
meets that soft in the meantime.

Also note that the results from Option 3 were verified as well and both of the only
two hard constraints, i.e., every exam must be scheduled, each student can only take
one exam at a time, are completely respected throughout the exam timetable (Figure
5.5).

By means of the result verification to the case HEC92 in Option 5 and Option 3, it
demonstrates that our system is able to properly address the scheduling constraints
as we proposed in this research, and it does significantly enhance the scheduling
ability to a new level.
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5.2 Computational Analysis

Through the case studies with benchmark data set HEC92, we understand that
our examination scheduling models might be superior to the works of literature not
only in the scheduling optimization performance but also in the diversity of multiple
constraints. In this section, certain computational analysis of some important factors
badly influencing the scheduling process will be further studied.

5.2.1 Assessment Measures

Determining Assessable Objects

Typically to say, there are two aspects mainly acting on the scheduling complexity.
One is the original data source As which includes the information such as the size
of student set ms and exam set m, furthermore it also can derive the exam conflict
matrix Ac that indicates the conflict density d, all of these factors derived from As are
a fact set that we only can regard them as constant values rather than the variables
with respect to specific benchmark data sets, in spite that they are the important
factors influencing the scheduling process. Another is the customized parameters
that users can identify according to different educational settings. The capacity set
C, the size of data set nd, time slot set nt, the exam evaluation matrix Q, as well
as the various soft constraints all belong to the input variables that we can test and
analyze accordingly.

In the previous cases, because the data set HEC92 is a fact information that all
the related factors, i.e., ms, m, d, are fixed, thus within the only data set we have
to change the other initial variables and soft constraints in order to measure the
scheduling performance. For instance, we shrunk the size of data set nd, venue
capacity C and also introduced p and Q to compare against the benchmark reference
setting.

The following two subsections will conduct the performance experiments by means
of two different kinds of methods according to the above two aspects, i.e., altering
the accessible objects within the same data set HEC92, displaying the testing results
among 13 sets of benchmark data under the same conditions. The second method,
nevertheless, is aimed at showing the combined influence of factors ms, m, d, to a
large extent.
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Referring to Performance Indicators

As to the assessment to the scheduling performance, there are four categories of
indicators we can refer to, i.e., the optimization status (optimal or not), the compu-
tational time cost (sec.), the timetable overall performance σ and the CPLEX gap
value (%). Such that:

• The optimization status shows a qualitative result indicating whether an op-
timal solution is produced or not through the scheduling process, it will be
automatically generated in the console threads;

• The computational time cost is the real runtime of the core CPLEX opti-
mization process, it has been built in the main method of the program and is
straightforward to indicate the computational complexity;

• The exam timetable performance is the dot production of the assigned decision
variables T [i, j]s and their corresponding evaluation values Q[i, j]s. It is an
important indicator used to measure the optimization accuracy as long as the
scheduling problem is solvable and Q is involved as well;

• The CPLEX gap value [2, 22] is such an optimizer built-in indicator, it shows
the percent difference between the obtained solution and highest lower bound
at the time the algorithm is stopped. In this research, the gap value is not yet
applicable to the assessment since we always pursue an optimal solution to the
examination scheduling problem.

In the previous case studies of the benchmark data set HEC92 towards the condition
of Option 5, the indicators are listed in Table 5.7.

Table 5.7: Table of Performance Indicators for Case HEC92 in Option 5

Performance Indicator Value
optimal status true
runtime (sec.) 75.08
overall performance σ 41.25
gap* (%) 0.00

* Note that the gap value can be ignored.
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5.2.2 Performance Testing Within Same Dataset

In order to test the scheduling performance influenced by individual objects that can
be identified on user’s end, we have to conduct the tests within a same data set,
let’s say the case HEC92, then to make either of the assessable objects of the case
variable and keep the others fixed for consistency. Even though we have a bunch of
benchmark data sets handy, there is no computational results in detail that we can
refer to across every single date set, but only the comparisons we can do within a
case itself.

In light of the consistency, a general configuration of the scheduling parameters are
randomly set up towards the data set HEC92, shown in Table 5.8. The first three
objects are the fact set derived from As, in this method, we will test each of the other
objects respectively while leave the rest unchanged, and then plot the performance
results on the charts below. All instances and case studies are run on a computer
with the configurations listed in Table 4.2.

Table 5.8: Table of General Configuration to HEC92

Object Fixed Parameter

1 ms 2823
2 m 81
3 d 0.42
4 nd 18
5 nt 3
6 nv 1
7 C {1000}
8 p 0.00
9 Q exam #34 preferred in day #13
10 Soft Constraint no more than one exam per day

Capacity Set C

In order to test the influences that capacity factor has on the scheduling perfor-
mance, we conduct the test by initializing the only capacity element C[0] = 2000
and decreasing it by 100 less after each step until to the value 634, which is the
highest single value among the enrolment volume set. During each step, we will use
the randomly generated configuration (except the capacity C itself) in Table 5.8 to
test the scheduling performance. We plot the result in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Capacity Test (C)

There are three categories of assessment indicators, i.e., overall performance, optimal
status, computational time cost, illustrated in the chart. We can see that the perfor-
mance value keeps constant (40.75) as long as the scheduling solution is optimal until
breakdown after C[0] = 634 due to insufficient capacity condition. The scheduling
runtime, however, grows slightly in the general trend as the capacity being shrunk
even though there are some fluctuations within. Also note that the runtime still
exists but becomes short like 1 to 2 seconds after breakdown since it indicates the
time cost when a system error returns. Generally to say, the factor of capacity can
indeed influence the scheduling performance but not perform a primary role during
the process.

Least Attendance Rate p

Similar to the manipulation of the capacity test, we conduct the test to the least
attendance rate by initializing the p value to zero and increasing it every 0.01 more
after each step, meanwhile the other configurations keep fixed.

Through the chart in Figure 5.6, an obvious uphill trendline about the runtime is
smoothly but rapidly growing until around the value p = 0.11 where a sharp curve
happens to reach an extreme top before the scheduling process is broken down. The
inflection point occurs when the least attendance is guaranteed as approximately
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Figure 5.6: Least Attendance Rate Test (p)

0.11 × 1000 = 110 spots, which means that much more restricted constraint on
venue’s allocation is being further imposed, and the least attendance rate, therefore,
is a sensitive factor influencing to the scheduling process thoroughly.

Timescale nd, nt

The factor related to timescale contains the exam days nd and time slots of each day
nt, they are both attributed to the role class R with respect to the GRA+ pattern.
Since we had already set up the soft constraint, i.e., no more than one exam per
day, in our initial environment, so it doesn’t matter when we combine nd and nt as
a whole, such that nt̂ = nd × nt. Thereby, we conduct this test by initializing the nt̂

to 180, let’s say 60 days and 3 time slots for example, and then decreasing the value
by 10 after each step.

From the chart illustrated in Figure 5.7, we see that the scheduling performance
value keeps constant all the way until at the point nt̂ = 50 where the CPLEX engine
could not capture an optimal solution anymore, while still successfully provide with
an optimized result such that the performance value σ = 40.05, which means exam
#34 failed to be assigned to the day #13 but the other day instead. As to the
runtime pattern, there is no obvious trend we can expect. Before the inflection
point nt̂ = 50, the timescale acting on the scheduling performance is not much
remarkable, the runtime curve is fluctuate with a minor scale, and the scheduling
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Figure 5.7: Timescale Test (nd, nt)

process suddenly breaks down after reaching out the inflection as it might be the
timescale limitation. Above all, we can be convinced that in the practical educational
settings, since the length of exam session could always be forecast and measured from
historical experience and is usually not much considerable, so the value of nt̂ should
be relatively much smaller than the number of exams m, that’s to say, nd and nt, if
in a small scale, do not have a significant influence upon the scheduling performance
before the process breaks down.

Exam Evaluation Matrix Q

The customized exam evaluation matrix Q is a flexible factor that there are no exact
measures yet we can properly rely on to conduct the test on it to the best knowledge
of the author. Since users can identify the specialized rating values to any of the
fields for any records in matrix Q, it seems difficult to assess its effect on the whole
scheduling performance by single elements within. In light of the consistency, we only
focus on the increment acting on the number of exams no matter how we manipulate
the values in the matrix Q, so the horizontal axis shown in Figure 5.8 indicates the
number of total evaluated exams, which are initialized from zero and increased by
two after each step, regardless of whatever the specific assignments within each single
exam they are.

From the chart above, we can figure out that the performance value σ is growing
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Figure 5.8: Exam Evaluation Test (Q)

accordingly with the increase of the evaluated exams. We assume all of the cus-
tomized evaluate values are 0.75, then the trendline of σ is a discrete function, i.e.,
σ = 0.25x+40.05, except a few points where the scheduling was broken down without
solutions at the time. In term of the runtime, even though it has huge fluctuations
throughout the steps, we can still recognize that the runtime pattern generally illus-
trates a speeding up trend from few seconds to around 100 in the initial dozen of
evaluated exams, since after the runtime will often encounters unpredictable break-
down whose frequency is more obvious as the increasing number of evaluated exams.
Although there are a few couple of times when the scheduling process successfully
gets an optimal or an optimized solution, we are still not able to track a pattern yet.

All in all, Q is a complicated factor and subject to its involved new entries replacing
the default values. The fewer evaluations of the exam, the less the computational
complexity will be. What’s more, if the assigned values are bigger than the default
in Q, such as 0.75, 1.00, then the less (but more than one) assignments which are
made within each single exam, the more complicated the scheduling process will be,
because the CPLEX working on our scheduling problem always tries to obtain an
optimal solution by maximizing the performance σ and meanwhile every exam has
to be assigned, which means that there will be less candidate spots for CPLEX to
better determine if less assignments, i.e., 0.75, 1, are are made within each single
exam. And the values less than the default are otherwise.
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Additional Soft Constraints

There are two types of soft constraints, i.e., exam-oriented, exam-oriented, and seven
specific items in total as we described in Chapter 3. Now we conduct the test on
the additional soft constraints respectively, Figure 5.9 illustrates the corresponding
performance results that each constraint influences on.

Figure 5.9: Soft Constraint Test

Established upon the initial configuration set up in Table 5.8, most constraints can be
well addressed within a short period of runtime (2-7s) except the constraint, i.e., no
more than one exam in two days, which was unsuccessful to get an optimal solution as
the strictest constraint that we discussed in Chapter 3, but it still indicates the time
cost of the error return. From the chart, we can see that the second soft constraint
has a distinct runtime value among the others. Specifically, the first constraint is
of a scheduling time span with one time slot, while the second is with one day
(three time slots), so the runtime indicates a reasonable expectation. Although the
third constraint is of the time span across 2 days (six time slots), however the real
runtime on it reveals that its failure might not be attributed to the issue about
running out of memory, but only because the third constraint actually does not have
any optimized solution toward our initial configuration. The fourth and fifth soft
constraints are student-oriented within the time spans that are across one and two
days respectively, such that the fifth constraint costs a little more time than the
fourth as our expectation. The last pair of constraints are the mixed ones from the
combination of the first with both of the fourth and fifth constraints, thus the runtime
of the pair as a whole is a little higher than either of those original constraints, and
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the last one of the pair is higher than the other as expectation as well.

In the case HEC92 where m = 81 and ms = 2823, we know that it is not a relatively
big size of data set that most constraints may not work on the performance signifi-
cantly. For example, we expected in Chapter 3 that the student-oriented constraint
should spend much more computational time than the exam-oriented one due to its
larger population basis, however our test does not show such a clear pattern due to
the small size of data sets.

5.2.3 Performance Testing Across Multiple Datasets

In order to test the influences of the fact factors derived from the original data source
As, such as the number of exams m, number of students ms, and conflict density
d which are not allowed to be randomly changed like the variables, the only decent
way we can do to the factors is to conduct the test based on multiple data sets as
possible.

Basic Information of Benchmark Cases

Fortunately, we acquired a considerable population of data sets from the literature
that we can refer to, the general information of those benchmark datasets [5] is shown
in Table 5.9. We can see that there are 13 sets of benchmark problems and they
are sorted by the number of exams from the smallest to the largest. The time slots
shown in the table are the reference results from the works of literature that we can
use as a datum and that we can also challenge against by our proposed scheduling
approach.

Among the fields in Table 5.9, m,ms, d are the three main factors that we will further
study. The total enrolment number

∑m
i=0N [i] is another category of performance

indicator and generally subject to the number of students, so it can be covered
though the study of factor m. Unlike the measures we applied to test across each
single factor within the same data set HEC92 in the previous section, there is no
better way we can do but only to test the cases individually by leaving all of the
other configurations unchanged. For consistency, all of the cases are assumed to
have only one day with the corresponding number of reference time slots in Table
5.9, besides that only one venue is utilized with an unlimited capacity and without
the least attendance guarantee, and Q is set as default, the soft constraint is no more
than one exam per day for each student.
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Table 5.9: Basic References of 13 Benchmark Data Sets

Problems Exams Students Enrolments Density Timeslots

1 HEC92 81 2823 10632 0.42 18
2 STA83 139 611 5751 0.14 13
3 YOR83 181 941 6034 0.29 21
4 UTE92 184 2750 11793 0.08 10
5 EAR83 190 1125 8109 0.27 24
6 TRE92 261 4360 14901 0.18 23
7 LSE91 381 2726 10918 0.06 18
8 KFU93 461 5349 25113 0.06 20
9 RYE92 482 11483 45051 0.07 23
10 CAR92 543 18419 55522 0.14 32
11 UTA92 622 21266 58979 0.13 35
12 CAR91 682 16925 56877 0.13 35
13 PUR93 2419 30029 120681 0.03 42

Testing Results Display

The testing outcomes of the benchmark data sets are listed in Table 5.10. There are
four types of assessment indicators in the table, i.e., runtime, performance σ, opti-
mization status, optimized time slots, that we can rely on to measure the scheduling
performance regarding different m,ms and d of multiple cases. It is worth mention-
ing that σ is not valuable to the assessment comparison in this test environment,
since we initialized the Q as default without additional manipulation on it, thus σ is
regarded as a constant overall performance value to its system.

From the results above, we can see in general that the runtime is much relevant
to the number of exams m, the more students the more processing time that the
scheduling optimization will be significantly consumed. During the process of testing
the case UTA92, our scheduling system encountered a tremendous amount of time
cost before eventually obtained an optimal solution, and it is already beyond the
real-world practice. Since the number of exams in case CAR91 and PUR93 is larger
than the case UTA92, so the last two cases are out of memory as our expectation.
As to the limitation analysis, in case CAR92, the total number of decision variables
is m × n = 543 × 32 = 17376 and runtime is 65.07s, while the number is 21770 in
the case UTA92 which is the inflection point that the scheduling process breaks out
since after, thus in order to get a reasonable running time without an error, we’d
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Table 5.10: Testing Results Through Proposed Solution

Assessment Indicator

Problems Runtime (sec.) σ Status Optimized Slots*

1 HEC92 1.89 40.50 optimal 17 (1 ↓)
2 STA83 1.55 69.50 optimal 13
3 YOR83 2.32 90.50 optimal 20 (1 ↓)
4 UTE92 4.21 92.00 optimal 10
5 EAR83 3.07 95.00 optimal 22 (2 ↓)
6 TRE92 5.73 130.50 optimal 23
7 LSE91 30.88 190.50 optimal 17 (1 ↓)
8 KFU93 55.12 230.50 optimal 20
9 RYE92 65.84 241.00 optimal 21 (2 ↓)
10 CAR92 65.07 271.50 optimal 32
11 UTA92 > 1000 311.00 optimal 35
12 CAR91 > 1000 341.00 failed n/a
13* PUR93 > 1000 1209.50 failed n/a

Note that Optimized Slots* are the results generated from the proposed approach, and the number
combined with down arrow indicates the number of time slot(s) less than the benchmark reference.

better restrict the number of decision variables to the value lower than 20000 just in
case.

Since the soft constraint acting on those benchmark tests is exam-oreinted, so student
factor ms is actually an unless reference information in this test series and only comes
into active when student-oriented constraints are being involved in the scheduling
configurations. Through the cases YOR83, UTE92 and EAR83, all of them have a
similar size of students, and the conflict density d of UTE92 is much less than the
other two. We would expect that UTE92 will be tested with less computational time
because of its low conflict density, however the performance result indicates that d is
not as sensible as m, and it will not badly interfere in the system before m is not that
large enough. Also we can see in Table 5.10 that some scheduling time slots have
been successfully decreased by 1 or even 2 by the means of the proposed approach
in this research.

To sum up, number of exams m is a very critical factor that influencing on the
scheduling process all the time, it is also a fact set that we can only obtain from the
existing sources. Number of students ms, as a fact set as m, is an important factor
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as well but only can be influential to the system when student-oriented constraints
are being involved and meanwhile ms becomes large enough. Density d will also
be greatly active with the increasing size of the data set. Time scale nd, nt remain
not much engaged if within relatively short time span as most educational practices
are, and there will be a significant breakdown when they are shrunk to a limit. The
capacity set C plays an essential role in the scheduling performance if capacity factor
is considered by the user, and it has a growing influence on the system when it is
being shrunk until to the limit when the scheduling process will sharply breakdown.
The least attendance rate p, however, is belong to the soft constraint, and is such
a very sensible and strict regulators influencing the system thoroughly if applied.
Exam evaluation Q is a tricky and flexible factor whose complexity is attributed to
the users’ specific assignments on it. The primary rule is that the fewer evaluations of
the exam, the less the computational complexity will be. Additional soft constraints
are classified into two categories, i.e., student-oriented, exam-oriented, and in most
cases the exam-oriented will be widely used in most post-secondary institutions, the
specific performance analysis has been discussed on Page 108.

Even though there are bunches of heuristic algorithms proposed from literature (e.g.,
[40, 54, 10, 13]) to solve such a kind of allocation problem in a faster computa-
tional time, but our proposed approach is much competitive since we always purpose
an optimal solution to address the examination scheduling problem in a tolerant
computational time with accuracy guaranteed in the meantime based on the RBC
methodology and IBM ILOG CPLEX R© optimization solution.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

Conclusions

Overall, the main objective of this research is to facilitate the examination scheduling
problem for most post-secondary institutions with multiple scheduling policies and
strict rules. Our studies took advantage of the RBC methodology and its E-CARGO
model to formalize the problem’s mathematical expressions (x-ILPs) by transferring
the practically educational descriptions to such a GRA+ based pattern, and then
proposed a feasible scheduling optimizer, IBM ILOG CPLEX R©, to deal with our
well-designed models under certain conventional conversions.

Specifically to say, our studies firstly introduced the examination scheduling problem
by describing a real-world scenario with the essential factors and some practical
constraints’ setting, then we discussed the current development regarding this field
in most post-secondary institutions nationwide. Our studies further summarized the
three categories of essential factors to the scheduling process, as well as the hard and
soft constraints with respect to the specific scheduling policies and rules. Besides
that, we also discussed the alternative scheduling objectives and proposed the one
we mainly dedicated to.

The RBC methodology and an impact E-CARGO model were subsequently intro-
duced with its derived product, the GRA+ pattern, containing the conflicting factors
that matter most to our examination scheduling studies. The core part of this re-
search is to establish the corresponding relationships between GRA+ elements and
a series of constraints occurred during the examination scheduling process by means
of stretching roles along the timeline within the timetable. After the transferring
practice, we summarized all of the constraints, as well as the objective function,
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decision variables and other essential parameters in x-ILP expressions, then figured
out a processing stream upon the constraint overriding rules.

A feasible optimization solution was right followed to propose the CPLEX optimizer
as our problem solver. We utilized the Concert Technology which is a set of CPLEX
libraries offering API to enable us to embed its powerful linear optimization engine to
our Java programming. We then designed our practical scheduling application with
the help of CPLEX in Java respecting all the initial configurations and constraints.

In the case studies, we used sets of benchmark data to test the system with various
conditions, and then compared our optimized results with the references in the liter-
ature. Through considerable testing practices, we believe that the proposed method
is not only feasible but also efficient and accurate, that’s to say, if the problem pop-
ulation is not large enough (see Table 5.10), we can always get an optimal timetable
solution in an acceptable computational time, which means a significant superiority
over other existing examination scheduling approaches to the best of author’s knowl-
edge. The detailed report about the system performance experiment is summarized
in Page 111.

The contribution of this research mainly benefits what as follows:

• It demonstrates the strong extension ability of the theoretical GRA+ mod-
elling that can be applied to most real-world scheduling settings. The RBC
methodology enables us to comprehensively capture the complicated collabo-
ration phenomenon, thus to specifically build up the models corresponding to
the E-CARGO components. Generalizing the examination scheduling problem
using the GRA+ pattern is one of the best practices to its extension.

• It releases certain examination scheduling restrictions for most post-secondary
institutions by providing various soft constraints, the challenges such as student-
oriented scheduling which requires cross-validation on both student and course
levels, and long time-span scheduling (two-day window) across the timetable,
etc., significantly increases the computational complexity, fortunately, our pro-
posed method can successfully address those kinds of issues.

• It assures both accuracy and efficiency of the outcomes towards the exam
timetables, because the proposed CPLEX optimization process can always
guarantee an optimal result through maximizing the objective function as long
as the problem is solvable, thus it might be superior to most heuristic-based
approaches which only pursue a fast optimized solution. Our studies also re-
vealed that the proposed method can be competitive in computational time
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against most heuristics.

• It provides some new features to enrich the scheduling options, for example, our
proposed method can allow users to customize the assignments for individual
exams respecting their particular preferences, besides that it also allows users to
regulate the venue’s policy as well as the least attendances if necessary. What’s
more, our well-designed system is however not an encapsulation, compatible
models about the extra scheduling constraints can be easily appended to it at
any time according to specific requirements.

Future Work

Even though this research has many significant contributions to the examination
scheduling practices towards diverse educational settings, it inevitably encounters
certain unknowns out of the problem space, and also considers the capacity of im-
provements in the meantime.

First of all, we noticed that overloaded constraints or a rigorous constraint itself
could lead to a sudden breakdown of the scheduling process. Even though we studied
some prerequisites of the initial configurations to avoid unconscionable inputs, that
is certainly not what all is about. This research did not dig much into the studies
about problem’s necessary and sufficient conditions, therefore, a further research will
be expected regarding this aspect as far as possible.

Secondly, our system is not yet designed to consider the situation when overwhelming
constraints topple down the progress, then the scheduling process would intelligently
cut off certain soft constraint(s) respecting the priorities in order to continue the
work, and generated an optimized results as the second-best as possible. Since this
idea involves dynamical adjustment towards the scheduling process, hence a certain
heuristic algorithm would be a good assistance to be integrated into the system and
determines the trade-off(s) whenever required, e.g., Qu et al. in 2009 [43]. This
should become a highlighted orientation of our future studies.

Last but not the least work we are supposed to do is to eventually apply the current
progress to a real-world exam session of any post-secondary institutions, and then
conduct the usability studies afterwards. Furthermore, adhering to the user-centred
interaction principle, a web-based application of the prototype powered by multiple
examination scheduling services and features should be developed before the final
product taking into the educational practice. This future activity requires such a lot
of imaginable effort to move forward the achievement so as to realize the value of
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what this research mainly expects.
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Appendix A

Benchmark Datasets

Carter, Laporte and Lee in 1996 introduced a set of 13 real-world exam timetabling
problems from 3 Canadian highs schools, 5 Canadian, 1 American, 1 UK and 1
mid-east universities. The original datasets are available to the public at: http:

//www.asap.cs.nott.ac.uk/external/resources/files/Toronto.zip.

http://www.asap.cs.nott.ac.uk/external/resources/files/Toronto.zip
http://www.asap.cs.nott.ac.uk/external/resources/files/Toronto.zip
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Appendix B

Project Source Code

The entire source code of the examination scheduling application and other studies
data are free to download as per the request at: https://github.com/kevinzheyu/
Examination-Scheduling.git.

CPLEX Concert Technology libraries in Java are integrated into the cplex.jar file
which should be installed along with the IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio R©.
Please visit the link below for more details:
https://www.ibm.com/products/ilog-cplex-optimization-studio

https://github.com/kevinzheyu/Examination-Scheduling.git
https://github.com/kevinzheyu/Examination-Scheduling.git
https://www.ibm.com/products/ilog-cplex-optimization-studio
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